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Abstract 

This thesis is a detailed study of dopant profiling with the Low Voltage Scanning 

Electron Microscope (LVSEM) using secondary electron signal. This technique 

has been applied to a wide variety of doped silicon structures. 

Although dopant contrast observed in the SEM has been studied over the past 
decade by a number of researchers, the explanation of the observed contrast 

remained incomplete due to the high sensitivity of SE to large number of factors in 

particular the surface structure. Therefore, in order to provide proper 

understanding of the SE dopant contrast mechanism, SE dopant contrast behaviour 

has been further investigated by examining the various factors that could affect the 

SE contrast in LVSEM; the electron beam energy, the electron dose and the 

surface conditions. 

It was found that contrast is altered as a function of beam energy and new SE 

dopant contrast behaviour was observed in the presence of an oxide layer on the Si 

surface. The surface structure of the inspected sample has been investigated for the 

first time with x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). As a result an important 

factor is realised, where the presence of an oxide layer, which is thought to create a 

kind of metal-oxide-semiconductor structure that generates subsurface electrical 
fields is proposed and a new model for the contrast arising from such structure has 

evolved. 

The electron dose effect on SE dopant contrast also revealed new contrast 
behaviour as a function of electron injection level. This behaviour is believed to be 

dominated by surface state occupation due to oxide adsorption. The process of 
introducing excess electrons to the semiconductor would imply a movement of the 

Fermi level. It is found that the results can be divided into two regimes. At low 

electron dose, the SE emission starts with n doped regions appearing brighter than 

p +- type doped regions in the SE image. On the other hand, at high electron dose, 

p'- type doped regions brighter compared with n-type doped Si. 
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The effect of surface barrier height variation on SE dopant contrast by annealing 
AI/Si diodes at different temperatures has been studied for the first time. the 

variation of the Schottky barrier height has been detected as either an inverted 

contrast or an enhanced contrast in the SE imaging. Moreover, Kelvin Probe 

Microscopy (KPM) has been utilized to measure barrier height changes due to 

annealing. In addition, annealing effect revealed some changes in the contrast after 

annealing to 500'C in a forming gas (non evacuated system). These changes have 

been explained due to molecular adsorption onto Si surface. 

These experimental results have provided insights into the contrast mechanism and 
have enabled a developed contrast mechanism to be proposed. This is based on the 

sample preparation method and its influence on the secondary electron emission. 
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General Introduction 

Developments in ion beam and electron beam lithography have led to the reduction in 

size of substrates, which has made it possible to fabricate serniconductordevices with 
features now measured on the nanoscale (i. e that is less than 100 nanometers (nm) in 

size). Because device performance depends on the precise placement of doPants, 

application of semiconductors as electric and optoelectronic devices depends critically 

on their doping profile. Doping a semiconductor with enough free charge carriers at a 

certain limit, is often the most important challenge for advancing semiconductor-based 
high technology. Because for Ultra Large Scale Integrated (ULSI) circuits both lateral 

and vertical device dimensions are of the same order of magnitude, thus, two- 

dimensional (2D) dopant characterisation is imperative. Dopant profiles are essential for 

the development Of microelectronics and optoelectronics in the process of device 

production and for failure analysis. Accurate profiles are routinely required for 

improving device performance and for investigating the fundamental causes of device 

failure. Therefore, techniques for two-dimensional dopant profiling are being strongly 
demanded by the semiconductor industry. These techniques must be fast, non- 
destructive and of high spatial resolution and provide 2D dopant profiles. 

In the last decade, a number of techniques have been used to perform dopant profiling 

such as Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy and Capacitance Voltage Profiliag etc. 
However, none of these techniques fulfil the entire upcoming requirement for the 

semiconductor industry. Therefore, other techniques are being investigated and 
developed, such as Scanning Capacitance Microscopy and Scanning Electron 

Microscopy. 

The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) has been widely used as an analytical 
instrument capable of providing information, regarding the surface topographical 

features and sample composition, albeit in a qualitative way only. The modem SEMs 

can be operated at Low voltages (< 5 W), due to the use of brighter electron sources 

and more efficient detectors (such as the in-lens type). This mode is recognised as Low 

Voltage Scanning Electron Microscopy (LVSEM). By operating SEMs with low beam 

voltage, the generated Secondary Electron (SE) signal has been found to be extremely 
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sensitive to semiconductor dopant type and level. In this mode the p-doped patterns 

generally appear brighter than the n-type regions. This is called "SE dopant contrast". 
This mode does not cause damage to the sample and some authors reported a maximum 

contrast level at lkeV. Imaging doped semiconductors structures was also demonstrated 

in the cathode lens equipped Scanning Low Energy Electron Microscope (SLEEM). In 

this imaging mode, high contrast level was reported at very low electron energies below 

100eV. The realisation of a clear contrast from differently doped areas of a 

semiconductor in the SE image at low voltages has generated much interest in obtaining 
2D dopant distributions. Therefore, many models have been developed to explain SE 

contrast behaviour from differently doped semiconductor regions. 

In this thesis LVSEM has been used to obtain dopant distributions of p- and n-type 

doped Si samples. Careful experiments were carried out to investigate surface effects on 

the observed contrast in order to provide proper understanding of the contrast 

mechanism. 

Chapter I reviews the importance of semiconductor materials, some basic concepts such 

as semiconductor theory of p-n junctions, how dopants are introduced to 

semiconductors and the most commonly used characterisation methods to study such 

samples. In chapter 2a general overview is given on the SEM, the signals generated as a 

result of the interaction of the incident electrons with the solid under study and their 

detection methods. Howevcr, discussion will concentrate on the SE theory relevant to 

the SE dopant contrast mechanisms rather than giving a full account of the operation of 

the SEM in the different fields. 

Chapter 3 addresses the advantages of operating the SEM at low voltages and the many 

approaches of LVSEM and how these methods have been utilized to study doping 

profiling. Finally, the previously suggested dopant contrast mechanism models are 
briefly discussed. 

Chapter 4 is a short chapter explaining the differences between the used SEMs, which 

might be relevant to doping contrast. As large range of surface analysis instruments 

have been used throughout this thesis; such as x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

and Kelvin Probe Microscopy (KPM), this chapter describes the main features of these 
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instruments and their usage. It also describes the operating conditions of the surface 

analysis instruments that have been used in the analysis of the surface layer of the 

studied samples. In addition, section (4.3) describes the structures of the studied 

samples in this thesis. 

Previous research has demonstrated that SE dopant contrast is dependent on the SEM 

operating conditions. Furthermore, the effect of surface layer on SE images and the 

difficulty in obtaining repeatable images due to contamination even in high vacuum 

conditions has been reported. Therefore, in this research, imaging of doped Si was 

performed in conventional vacuum environment under different operating condition in 

order to quantify the electron beam energy and electron dose effects on SE dopant 

contrast. In chapter 5 the experimental findings as a function of the electron beam 

energy will be demonstrated as well as the effect of oxidation on SE dopant contrast. 

For the fast time X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) has been utilized to inspect 

the surface condition of SEM imaged (inspected) samples in order to quantify its 

contribution to the obtained contrast. While the effect of electron dose on SE dopant 

contrast will be presented in Chapter 6. 

In chapter 7, the effect of a surface adlayer on SE dopant contrast has been further 

investigated. In addition, altered contrast is demonstrated by changing the barrier height 

between doped Si and a thin layer of Al by annealing the diodes at different 

temperatures. Moreover, KPM has be--n utilised to measure barrier height change due to 

annealing in order to correlate barrier height variations with SE dopant contrast 
behaviour. 

Finally, in chapter 8 conclusions and suggestions for further work are given. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Semiconductor Dopant Profiling 



(1.1) Introduction 
Semiconductors have a conductivity range that lies between insulators and conductors 

and typically ranges from 10-8 to 103 S/cm. This conductivity is generally sensitive to 

temperature, magnetic field, impurity atoms etc. This sensitivity makes semiconductors 

one of the most important materials that can be used as the building blocks for 

electronic devices (Sze, 1985). 

The importance of semiconductors lies primarily in the great change in their properties 

when the number of active electrons in the material is altered. The electron density can 
be controlled with high sensitivity through doping, optical excitation or external electric 
fields. In addition, the ability to make semiconductors into electronic devices, which can 
be used as the building blocks for complicated electronic circuits recogniies them as the 

most important material in the electronics industry. Due to these properties 

semiconductor devices have found applications in almost all branches of industry and 

areas of daily life. 

In this introductory chapter we consider some basic properties of semiconductors, their 

conduction processes that are believed to be responsible for SE dopant contrast and the 

most commonly used methods to introduce dopants to semiconductors. Finally, methods 
for measuring dopant profiling in semiconductors will be briefly presented. 

(1.2) Semiconductors 
Semiconductors may be elemental, Le composed of atoms such as silicon (Si) and 

germanium (Ge) or compounds that are a combination of two or more different 

elements such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) and indium phosphide (InP). This thesis will 
focus on Si as this is still by far the most used semiconductor to date but also to simplify 

the problem under study. Since the 1960's, Si has become the most widely used 

semiconducting material for electronics, for the main reasons that; Si devices exhibit 
low leakage currents and a stable-high quality silicon dioxide that can be grown 

thermally, which is an essential step in the fabrication of devices. Si is easily doped to 

form p- and n- type doped regions. There is also an economic consideration; Si is cheap 

and readily available (Tyagi, 1991). 
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Si crystallizes in a diamond-like lattice, with each atom bound to its four nearest 

neighbours by covalent bonds (The covalent bond is formed by sharing of electrons 
between the bonded atoms). Bonds between neighboring atoms in a semiconductor in 

general are only moderately strong; therefore, thermal vibrations impart enough energy 

to some of bound electrons, enabling them to break some bonds and move freely inside 

the crystal, which leaves behind a hole. Because the band gap of a semiconductor is not 

as large as that of an insulator, some electrons will be able to move from the valence 
band to the conduction band, leaving a hole in the valence band. If an electric field is 

applied, both electrons in the conduction band and the holes in the valence band will 

gain some energy and conduct electricity. Band to band transition is determined by the 

semiconductor bandgap energy (Eg). The variation of bandgap for Si with temperature is 

given by 

Eg (T) = 1.17 - 
(4.73 x 10-4)T 2 

eV (T + 636) 

where T is the temperature in Kelvin (Sze, 1985). 

At room temperature and under normal atmosphere, the value of the bang gap for Si is 

1. l2eV (Sze, 1985). 

(1.3) Intrinsic Semiconductors 
An intrinsic semiconductor contains very low levels of impurity atoms compared to the 

thermally generated electrons and holes. In an intrinsic semiconductor the number of 

electrons per unit volume in the conduction hnd (n) is equal to the number of holes per 

unit volume in the valence band (p), that is 

ni - 
where ni is the intrinsic carrier density or carrier concentration (Sze, 1985) 

The energy band diagram of an intrinsic semiconductor is shown in figure (1.1). The 

figure shows the valence band (E, ), the conduction band ( Ej, the energy band gap( Eg) 

and the Fermi level (EF), which is generally lies very close to the middle of the band gap 
in an intrinsic semiconductor. Ile Fem-ii level is defined as the energy level at which 
the probability of occupation by an electron is exactly one half. The work function of a 

material (0) is defined as the energy required to release an electron from the Fem-ii 

level to the vacuum, and is typically a few eV for most elements. The ionization energy 
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(Ei), is the difference between EVAc and Ev, i. e the energy required to release an 

electron from the top of the valence band to the vacuum level. 

Ec 

EF 

El, 

IC 

Figure (1.1) Eneroy band diagram ofan inti-insic semicondLicim'. 

(1.4) The Doping of Semiconductors 

When a semiconductor is doped with impurities, the semiconductor becomes extrinsic. 

Dopant atoms may be donors or acceptors. If the dopant atom adds a negative charge 

carrier (electron) to the conduction ý)and of the semiconductor, it is call, d a (1(;, Iol- aild 

the semiconductor becomes n-type material (i. e. an abundance of electrons in the 

semiconductor in comparison to holes), resulting in electron current in all applied 

electric field. Similarly, if the dopant atom creates a positive charge (hole) in tile 

valence band, it is an acceptor because the acceptor atom accepts an extra electron froill 

the valence band, in this case hole current will then dominate in an applied electric field. 

If both donors and acceptofs are present in different concentrations in the sanic niaterial, 

the uncompensated carriers will dominate the current. 

In n-type material for complete ionization of the dopants, the Fenni levcl 'is 

approximately given by 
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Ec - 
EF 

- kTIn 
Nc 

(1.3) 
(ND ) 

where ND is the concentration of donors 

Nc is the conduction band effective density of states 

k is Boltzmann constant 
The Fermi level is moved towards the conduction band. 

Similarly, in p-type material the position of the Fermi level can be calculated from 

EF-Ev =kTIn 
ýV 

(1.4) 
L (NVA 

where NA is the concentration of acceptors. 

Nv is the valence band effective density of states. 
The Fermi level is moved towards the valence band. 

The above two equations are applicable only if the doping level is not very high (Sze, 

1985). For very highly doped material, the Fermi level can lie within the conduction or 

valence bands. Although equations (1.3) and (1.4) do not allow EF> EC or EF< Ev, in 

general the change of the Fermi level is dependent on the doping concentration, the type 

and the temperature. So these equations are useless for describing the position of the 

Fermi level of degenerate semiconductors (Sze, 1985). 

Doping concentration above about 1018 Cm-3 is considered degenerate at room 

temperature. Degenerately doped silicon contains a proportion of impurity to silicon in 

the order of parts per thousand. Most of the samples have been used in this study 
includes degenerately doped regions. 

(1.5) Electrical properties of semiconductor surfaces 

(1.5.1) Fundamental Concepts 

Introduction of dopant atoms to an intrinsic semiconductor results in introducing 

impurity energy levels within the bandgap but very close to the energy band that 

corresponds with the dopant type. In other words, donor impurities create states near the 

conduction band while acceptors create states near the valence band. In addition, the 

termination of the periodic structure of a semiconductor at its surface results in dangling 

bonds, which may form localized electronic states within the semiconductor bandgap or 
a double layer of charge known as a surface dipole. The formation of surface states 
induces charge transfer between bulk and surface that results in a non-neutral region in 
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the bulk referred to as the surface Space Charge Region (SCR). 

(1-5-2) Gap States 
The ideal crystalline semiconductor, results in the appearance of allowed energy bands 

separated by forbidden energy gaps. The probability of finding an electron in the 

allowed bands in any unit cell is equal due to the perfect three-dimensional translational 

symmetry. However, semiconductor termination eliminates this symmetry in the 

direction perpendicular to the surface. Tberefore, the unit cells next to the surface are in 

general not equivalent to the bulk cells and localized surface states may arise. 
The formation of localized surface states includes; dangling bonds, i. e. formation of 

surface atoms with no upper atom to bind to, surface reconstruction or relaxation, i. e. a 

change in the position or chemical bonding configuration of surface atoms which 

minimizes the surface energy (Kronik and Shapira, 1999). 

Because of the difficulty in calculation of surface states or interface states, for practical 

purposes, the electrical and optical behaviour of surface states is characterized by a set 

of surface states related parameters which may be determined experimentally. These 

parameters are; the surface state density Nt, ( measured in states per unit area), electron 

and hole occupation nt and pt (measured in charge carriers per unit area). 

Nt 
(1.5) 

1+g, exp[(F., -EF)l kT1 

where nt + pt = Nt - 
Et is the surface state energy, 

and gt is the degeneracy factor of the surface state. 

(1.53) Surface Space Charge Region (SCR) 

The created surface states within the gap induce carrier transitions that result in a charge 

found in surface states in the vicinity of the surface supplied by the underlying bulk. 

Therefore the carrier density in the vicinity of the surface is expected to deviate from its 

equilibrium value and result in a surface space charge region (SCR). The surface space 

charge can be found in three different regimes: (a) Accumulation, where the ma ority 

carrier concentration at the surface is larger than its value in the bulk, (b) Depletion, 
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where the majority carrier concentration at the surface is smaller than its equilibrium 

value, (c) Inversion where the ma ority carrier concentration at the surface is smaller i 

than the minority carrier concentration at the surface. 

According to the Poisson equation, the relationship between the electric potential and 

the electric charge is given by: 

_d 
(C, 

(x) dV(x) 
= -P(x) dx dx 

) 

where x is the coordinate, V(x) is the electric potential, p (x) is the charge density in the 

SCR and e,, (x) is the dielectric pem-iittivity of the semiconductor (Kronik and Shapira, 

1999). 

A non--equilibrium carrier density implies a non zero electric field and potential. This 

means that even under equilibrium conditions, the surface potential is different from the 

electric potential for quite some distance in the bulk. Hence the semiconductor bands 

are bent in the vicinity of the surface. 

(1.5.4) Semiconductor Surfaces (Surface Dipoles) 
At a free semiconductor surface, electrons of the localized surface states spill out into 

the vacuum, creating a negative charge in the region just outside the surface, whereas 

the region just inside the surface is left with a net positive charge (Zangwill, 1988). 

Therefore, the separation of positive and negative charges over atomic distances creates 

a microscopic dipole. This dipole creates an electric field that retards further electron 

emission into the vacuum. Le the created field works as a barrier opposing electron 

transfer into the vacuum. As a result electrons reaching the surface are repelled, by the 

negative charge outside the surface and then attracted by the positive charge inside the 

surface. This barrier is called the potential surface barrier, which is the major 

contribution to the work function. The dipole contribution is affected by dangling bonds 

and surface reconstruction, whereas the number of dangling bonds is different on 
different crystal orientations, therefore the work function depends on the crystal face. 

(1.6) The doping Process 
The fabrication of semiconductor structures began with the growth of the substrate. 
Since dopant introduction to semiconductor is a crucial step in the fabrication of a 
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working device, a number of processes are used to precisely introduce dopants into the 

semiconductor. Diffusion and ion implantation are the two main processes used to 

introduce controlled amounts of dopants, into semiconductors. They are used to dope 

selectively the semiconductor substrate to produce either n- or p-type regions. 
In the diffusion method, impurities are typically diffused by placing the semiconductor 

wafers in a furnace'and passing an inert gas, which contains high concentration of the 

desired impurity on the surface through windows etched in the protective barrier layer. 

The temperature usually ranges between 800 and 1200'C for Si. Boron is the most 

popular dopant for introducing a p-type Si, while Arsenic and Phosphorus are used as n- 

type dopants. These three elements have been selected due to their high solubility in Si 

in the diffusion temperature range. The exact dopant profile depends on the temperature 

and diffusion time. 

More precise control of the impurity atoms, particularly for modem devices made of 

thin active layers, can be achieved with ion implantation. In this method a high-energy 

ion beam impinges into a semiconductor substrate, implanting the desired dopant atoms. 
Typical ion energies are between 30 and 300 keV. After implantation, the material is 

annealed to reduce lattice damage and to activate the dopant. The required annealing 

temperature is lower than that required in the diffusion process. , 

Localization of the doped region may be achieved by growing a thin layer of oxide on 

the substrate wafer to form a mask. Later, selected regions of the mask can be etched 

using lithography and chemical solutions. After that dopants; are introduced through the 

etched windows and exposed to the substrate. The remainder masked layer of oxide may 

affect the SE dopant contrast if this surface has been inspected in the SEM, this effect 

will be studied in chapter 5 and chapter 6. 

Both diffusion and ion implantation are used for fabricating discrete devices and 
integrated circuits because they complement each other (Jaeger, 1988). For example, 
diffusion is used to form ýi deep junction while ion implantation is used to form a 

shallow junction. The substrates in this work were doped by the diffusion method. 

Also dopants can be introduced into the semiconductors by growing Epitaxial Layers on 

top of the substrate either by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) or Molecular Beam 
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Epitaxy (MBE). In a CVD system the substrate wafer is supported in a susceptor, which 
is rotated and heated to a relatively high temperature while gaseous sources are 
introduced. These gaseous mixtures of host atoms and dopant atoms adsorb onto the 

surface to find their proper positions within the crystal lattice. ' 

In the MBE processes, the substrate wafer is placed on a rotating plate and kept in 

temperature ranges between 673 and 1173K. Sources of host atoms and a dopant are 

stored in a separate effusion ovens that are heated to specific temperatures to give a 
desired evaporation rate. The thermally evaporated atoms and molecules impinge on the 

substrate and epitaxial growth occurs. The relative evaporation rate of each source 
determines the dopant concentration. 
Although very precise atomically abrupt layers can be grown With CVD or MBE, 

diffusion and ion implantation are more effective to selectively incorporate dopants into 

semiconductors. 

After dopants are introduced to a semiconductor, it is crucial to evaluate the doping 

profiles. It is reported that dopant distribution depends on the method used to introduce 

them to the semiconductor. For example, an annealing stage following ion implantation 

process may broaden the doping profile by diffusion of the dopants outside the desired 

regions. If dopant introduction processes are followed by further thermal oxidation, the 

dopants near the surface may diffuse through the oxide and escape into the ambient. 

Therefore, dopants will be redistributed during thermal treatment. 

The incorporation of dopants into semiconductors by ion implantation or diffusion are 

presently well-understood processing steps for the formation of ID structure, since 

reliable measurement techniques exist for their characterization. However, when 
implantation and diffusion are performed through a mask (a sharp comers window), into 

the substrate, not only vertical but also lateral diffusion occurs during the thermal 

treatment. Hence, the final doped region will consist of cylindrical or spherical edges. 
The reduction in size of the devices in ultra large scale integration (ULSI) technologies 

implies that the resulting lateral extension needs to be controlled very carefully. Since 

the lateial diffusion and vertical dopant distribution are in the same order of magnitude, 

the techniques used to determine the dopant distribution must also have nanometer 

resolution in both directions. In the next section we address the commonly used main 

techniques to measure the dopant distribution. 
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(1.7) Dopant Profiling Techniques 
The Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) has defined the needs for dopant 

profiling techniques, which need to be fast, non-destructive two-dimensional profiling 

at sub-10nm spatial resolution with high detection sensitivity for dopants in the range 

1016CM-3 to 1020CM-3 . This capability is crucial for the development, optimization, and 

understanding of future ULSI processes and devices. 

There are many characterization methods available for semiconductor dopant profiling, 

many of these spurred by the SIA roadmap. However, the majority of them are capable 

of providing only one-dimensional (I-D) dopant profiles such as Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectroscopy (SIMS), Capacitance-Voltage Probe (CVP), Spreading Resistance 

Profiling (SRP) and many scanning probe microscopy based techniques which detect 

different interactions with the samples. Some methods have been extended to provide 
2D profiles. However, obtaining 2D profiles in this method requires complicated sample 

preparation technique such as etching and staining and laborious data deconvolution 

methods and hence time consuming. Also, the obtained spatial resolution and sensitivity 
is limited by the sample preparation method. Scanning Probe methods such as Scanning 

Tunneling Microscopy (STM), Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) and Atomic 

Force Microscopy (AFM) involve direct inspection of the dopant distribution and can 

provide 2D dopant profiles with good spatial resolution. However, special sample 

preparation is still required for many probe methods and their sensitivity is dependent 

on tip deconvolution algorithm in order to obtain the correct 2D dopant profiling. 

Recently, Electron Holography in the Transmission Electron Microscope has also been 

reported as a very high resolution technique for 2D profiling of semiconductors, 
however it is destructive and unsuitable for online inspection. A brief review of the 

most commonly used techniques follows. 

s 

(1.7.1) Secondary Ion Mass Spectrosco0y (SIMS) 
SIMS is one of few techniques capable of mapping the dopant concentration directly. 

This is due to its excellent elemental sensitivity (<ppm). In this method, the sample, 

under inspection is bombarded with heavy ions such as Ar, of energy (1-20) keV, the 

ionized sputtered atoms are then analysed in a mass spectrometer. This technique 
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measures the atomic concentration of dopants as a function of depth into the sample, 

with high depth resolution of -0.2 nm while the lateral resolution is determined by the 
ion beam optics (Heimbrook et al, 1996). 

The main advantage of SIMS is that it has excellent sensitivity to dopant concentration 

as low as 1012CM-3 and it can be applied to any semiconductor material with an accuracy 

of ±10% (Goeckner et a], 2000). Therefore, it has been used to calibrate profiles 

obtained by other dopant characterization techniques. Moreover, this detection method 
is not affected by the existence of surface contamination such as carbon and oxide. On 

the other hand, SIMS is an intrinsically destructive technique. Sputtering leave craters 
in the material as well as ion implantation and lattice damage therefore, the atomic 

mixing off ions and the target material will yield an incorrect composition profile. 

SIMS has been used to obtain 2D dopant profiles (Dowsett et a], 1992 and Cooke et al, 
1994). SIMS beam at various angles are used to profile the unknown dopant 

distribution. A polysilicon layer covers the samples and the polysilicon is beveled at the 

required angle such that the SIMS beam is perpendicular to the bevel. Because SIMS is 

a destructive technique, several identical samples are required. The various SIMS 

profiles can therefore be used to extract the 2D profile (Subrahmanyan, 1992). The 

sensitivity was estimated to be comparable to that of ID SIMS. Due to its destructive 

nature SIMS method is still a ID profiling technique. 

(1.7.2) Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
TEM techniques provide the sub 10 nm resolution required to characterize 

microstructure and chemistry, however conventional intensity images reveal little or no 
information about local concentration of doPant atoms. Although TEMs do not allow 
the dopant atoms to be directly observed, they have been applied successfully for ID 

dopant profiling to obtain iso-concentration. 

The use of TEM to image 2D dopant profiles is based on the enhancement of the 

contrast between areas with different dopant concentration. It employs two ways of 

chemical methods for delineating the p-n junction. The first referred to as chemical 

staining, where the junction is decorated with metal depositions using the principle of 

galvanic displacement reaction. In this way the change of contrast is due to the large 
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strain, which results from the difference in size between the substitutional dopant atoms 

and the Si atoms they replace. The second method referred to as chemical etching, in 

this way, selective etching techniques are used to preferentially etch the p-type region. 
The resulting contrast can be due to a thickness difference and a change of lattice 

parameters that is based on the use of etchants with dopant concentration dependent 

etching rates. 

The chemical staining technique was applied for the first time by Sheng and Marcus 

(1981) to observe an n-type region in a TEM. These authors have decorated a Si device 

with copper, but they found that the grain size of the deposits was too large (-O. Igm) 

preventing the precise location of the junction. Therefore, most recent TEMs rely on 

chemical etching. 

Chemical etching takes place by oxidation and reduction reactions, a commonly used 

solution for selective etching is a mixture of Nitric (HN03) and Hydro Fluoric (HF) 

acid. Since the etching process is sensitive to dopant concentration, etching produces 

surface topography at the p-n junction which can be readily imaged using TEM. 

Although TEM is a high resolution characterization tool to exan-tine the chemically 

etched p-n junction, particularly at high magnification, the difficulty in determining the 

absolute concentration from the TEM cross-section is still reported, as there is no direct 

measurement of the concentration level. Furthermore, its accuracy for identifying a p-n 
junction without relying on other techniques such as SIMS and SRP is rather poor 
(Heimbrook, 1996). 

Since the accuracy of the obtained dopant profile depends on the sample preparation 
technique such as concentration of etching solution, etching time and volume of 

solution on the sample, careful sample preparation techniques are required. And in order 

to avoid the difficulties in handling thin fragile samples prepared by chemical etching, it 

was suggested to use focused ion beam (FEB) for these types of delineation studies. 
Chemical etching/staining can be used for different materials such as Si and compound 

semiconductor such as GaAs and InP. 

In order to overcome the difficulties in determining the absolute concentration and to 
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benefit from its high resolution, several modes were incorporated into this technique to 

get more quantified data. Recently, electron holography has been extended to quantify 

the electrostatic potential across a Si p-n junction as it is biased electrically in situ in the 

TEM. Electron holography is an interference-based TEM technique, which can be used 

to record the phase shift of a high-energy electron wave that has passed through a 

sample. The resulting phase image can be analyzed to determine the electrostatic 

potential within the specimen, from which the local charge density can be calculated 

using Poisson's equation. In this method samples are prepared for TEM examination by 

using FIIB workstation. Great care is taken during sample preparation to minimize the 

I implantation of Ga ions into the sample by exposing the area of interest to the focused 

beam of Ga ions only at a glancing angle to its surface. 

Electron holography images the doping indirectly through electrostatic potential 

redistribution caused by charge carriers. The images show a clear contrast between n- 

and p-type doped regions. In general p-type doped areas appear darker than n-type 

regions. 
The main problem related to this investigation method is connected with the specimen 

preparation that can give rise to the measurement of artefacts due to sample charging 

and surface dead layers'(Rau et a], 1999). 

Several attempts have been introduced later to image thin specimens using a scanning 

transmission electron microscope (STEM) with high angle annular detector (HAAD). 

This method allows one to distinguish in very thin specimens (less than 5 nm) all the 

dopant material, however the description of the dopant profile is based on the 

knowledge of the number of dopant atoms. 

Merli et al (2002) have developed a new strategy, which is based on incoherent bright 

field (BF) imaging at low energy in a SEM operating in transmission mode. The image 

is formed using the signal produced by the SE resulting from the conversion of 

transmitted electrons (TE) on a converter and collected by the standard Everhart- 

Thornley detector. This strategy is presented in chapter 3. 

In spite of the above-mentioned difficulties, TEM continues to be used as a dopant 

profiling method because of its higher resolution compared to many other techniques. 
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(1.7.3) Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) 

All SPM techniques are based on the ability to position various types of probes in very 

close proximity with extremely high precision to the sample under investigation. These 

probes can detect electrical current, atomic and molecular forces, electrostatic forces or 

other types of interactions with the sample. Scanning the probe laterally over the sample 

surface and performing measurements at different locations can obtain detailed maps of 

surface topography or other properties. The obtained properties can then be analysed as 

a measurement of the dopant concentration within the semiconductor. The resolution of 

the SPM is only limited by the sharpness of the tip of the probe used, the accuracy with 

which the probe can be positioned, surface conditions and the nature of the property 
being detected. Most methods are limited to p-n junction delineation or provide a 

serniquantitative image of the differently doped regions. However, recent. developments 

of SPM have shown that the techniques can provide useful information (De Wolf, 

2000). In general SPMs can provide sensitivity varying from few angstroms to tens or 
hundreds of nanometers. The basic SPM characteristic techniques will be reviewed 
below. 

(1.7.3.1) Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) 

The scanning capacitance microscope (SCM) provides a direct method for mapping the 

dopant distribution in a semiconductor device on a 10 nm scale. In this technique, the 

sample or the metallic AFM tip is covered with a sufficiently thick insulator. layer (in 

most cases oxides), such that this contact forms a metal-insulator-semiconductor MIS 

capacitor. By monitoring the capacitance variations as the probe scans across the sample 

surface, one can measure a 2D carrier concentration profile. If no dielectric layer is 

used, the tip-sample contact forms a metal-semiconductor M-S structure and one has a 

so-called Schottky contact. This approach increases the debate about the physical 

processes that are responsible for signal generation. 

Since the total tip-sample 'Capacitance is large compared to the capacitance variations 
due to different carrier concentrations; SCM is being used to measure the capacitance 

variations of the sample in comparison to the degree of doping and of the insulator 

thickness (Basnar et al, 2001) and not the absolute capacitance values. The authors 
investigated the dependence of the SCM signal on the oxide thickness as well as the 
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dopant concentration and they have shown a good correlation with conventional MOS 

theory for the decrease of the capacitance signal with increasing insulator thickness and 

with increasing dopant concentration. 

Most SCMs are based on contact-mode AFM with a conducting tip, and an essentially 
independent capacitance measurement in parallel. The capacitance between the tip and 

sample is measured by using a high frequency capacitance sensor, based on a 915 MHz 

oscillator driving a resonance circuit that is tuned in part by the external capacitance to 

be measured. High-quality probe tips and surfaces are critical for obtaining accurate 

measurements of two-dimensional dopant profiles. An extensive review of SCM for 2D 

dopant profiling is given by Williams (1999). 

Since the measured capacitance signal is proportional to the tip interaction area, 

shrinkage of the tip size will improve the spatial resolution, but also reduce the 

sensitivity of the capacitance measurement. Reducing the thickness of the oxide layer 

can increase the sensitivity of the carrier concentration. The response of SCM is not 

necessarily monotonic with concentration but does depend on the applied experimental 

conditions as well. The SCM results are extremely sensitive to sample preparation and 

. to the preparation procedure chosen. Furthermore, tip erosion limits the qualitative 

reproducibility of the SCM data (Basnar et al, 2001). In addition, the accuracy of 2-D 

carrier profiles that can be extracted from SCM images of doped Si depends on the 

model used to interpret the SCM differential capacitance data (Kopanski et a], 2002). 

(1.7.3.2) Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 

The scanning tunneling microscope is a very surface sensitive SPM technique, which 

requires a conductive surface. The most direct STM-based dopant profiling method is to 

simply count the number of dopant atoms appearing in or near the surface atomic plane. 
Examples are given by Johnson and co-workers (1993), who clearly resolved individual 

Be and Zn dopant atoms in a cleaved Ga (110) surface. In this method, the negatively 

charged dopant atoms are attractive to holes and appear in the STM image as 

protrusions. However, dopant atom counting has not been reported for Si substrates. 
Further, doPants at the surface and one atomic layer below the surface only could be 

distinguished from each other and from dopants further below the surface. Despite these 
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basic limitations, cross sectional STM offers several methods for high-resolution 

analysis. 

Modem STM has been used for p-n junction delineation by detecting differences in 

tunneling current characteristic between n- and p-type doped materials. The conductive 

tip induces band bending at the surface; hence the tunneling current depends on dopant 

type and concentration. By incorporating Current Voltage spectroscopy it is possible to 

identity differently doped regions and depleted regions. 

Feenstra and co-workers (1992) carried out the first detailed imaging and spectroscopic 

studies of GaAs p-n junctions, observing electronically induced topography. However, 

such STM measurements on Si can not normally be operated in air due to the presence 

of the native oxide. It is clear that if the native oxide is removed through sample heating 

to relative high temperatures -1000 "C, the dopant distribution is disturbed. Therefore, 

one has to use in situ cleavage to generate a fresh sample cross-section, which is only 

possible along certain crystal directions due to the difficult cross-section preparation. 
The structure of interest must thus be oriented exactly in that direction, limiting the 

flexibility of the technique. Additionally, it is not always possible to determine the 

carrier profile with respect to the mask edge and mask shape since the STM cannot 
image the oxide position due to the requirement of a conductive surface 

Despite these complications, 2D junction delineation of cross sectioned Si based 

structures has been performed for the first time by Kordic and co-workers (1991). Si 

cross-sectional structures were cleaved in air and UHV and Scanning Tunneling 

Potentiometry (STP) was used to resolve the location of the junction. Further, they 

measured differences in tunneling current in p-type, depleted and n type regions for 

various voltages applied to the junctions. The application of STP is limited because 

most of the active devices are surrounded by an insulator. 

Yu and co-workers (1992) used current imaging tunneling spectroscopy (CITS). In this 

technique, the sample surface is scanned with a fixed current value t, for a specific 

voltage V. at each point, a current-voltage spectrum is measured. Variations in 

electronic structure across the sample produce variations in the current voltage spectra; 

these variations can be revealed by the formed current images. Further, they studied 

potential distributions in Si (001) p-n junctions by monitoring a threshold voltage for 
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the onset of tunneling in the sample. They have been able to determine the shape of the 

conduction band edge profiles in these junctions. In addition, by using CITS method 

under UHV conditions and cleaning the tip in situ by electron bombardment, it was 

possible to image tha source and drain junction on cleaved hydrogen passivated cross 

section Si MOS structure with a spatial resolution on the order of 10nm. 

(1.7.3.3) Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) 

KPFM is a high resolution and highly sensitive potential imaging method. This 

technique is capable of imaging surface potential differences between probes and 

samples. A conductive tip is scanned in the none contact AFM mode while an ac 

voltage is applied to it. This voltage results in an electrostatic field, which causes an 

oscillation of the cantilever at the same frequency. This force vanishes when the 

potential difference between the tip and sample is zero. By changing the dc bias voltage 

on the tip, the sample's surface potential can be measured. The semiconductor bulk 

potential varies depending on the dopant concentration and the dopant type, and it is 

directly related to the dopant concentration. It is possible, therefore, to infer the local 

dopant concentration by measuring the lateral surface potential, although the sensitivity 

is limited. Henning et al (1995) and Tanimoto et al (1996) have achieved a qualitative 

2D carrier profiling of Si structures by applying this mode. This method is presently 

sensitive to changes in dopant concentrations from- 1015 to 1020/ CM3, in 2D at size 

scale below 100nm. Measurements are fast, and require little sample preparation. They 

are repeatable, and reproducible to the extent that changes in probe tip do not affect the 

measurements significantly. However, the sensitivity to small concentration changes 

and the application towards quantitative profiling are limited by surface charges and 

KPFM calibration against absolute doping concentration remains to be further 

demonstrated (De Wolf ct al, 2000). 

In this thesis KPM has been incorporated to measure potential barrier height between 

thin layer of Al and p-n doped Si as will be introduced in chapter 7. 

(1.73.4) Scanning Spreading Resistance profiling (SSR) 

SSRP is a simple method capable of providing or measuring active dopant 
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concentration. This technique determines the carrier profile based on the sequential 

measurement of the resistance between two metal probes placed on a bevelled 

semiconductor surface. The probes are spaced less than 20 gm apart and a low voltage 

-5 mV is applied between them. Resistance is measured as the tips are stepping down 

the bevelled surface. The flowing current (I) through the probes spreads out radially into 

the semiconductor is measured and using the relation V=IR, p, the spreading resistance 
(Rsp) is calculated. Then the resistivity of the semiconductor (p) is measured at each 
location (or at different points) using the equation 

Rsp =p 2z r 

where r is the radius of the probe. 
The data obtained must be calibrated against known samples and the carrier type (p- or 

n-) must be determined by another method (Heimbrook et a], 1996). 

The resolution of this method is limited by the size of the probe tip and the 

magnification provided by the bevel. Hence, a good depth resolution of nm scale is 

possible by using high magnification with small bevels (typically 15'-60') on the 

sample which provides an expanded view of the depth distribution (Vandervorst et a], 
1992). The method is very sensitive to electrically active dopant concentration over the 

rangel0l'to 1021Cnf3. Similar to other probe methods the sensitivity is affected by the 

finite geometrical size of the tip. Since SSRP is a comparative method, sample 

preparation and conditioning of the probes are critical for reproducibility (Heimbrook et 

a], 1996). The carrier type n or p must be known or measured by different method. 

The main problem with the conventional SSRP technique is that it cannot be applied 
directly to determine lateral profiling due to the large separation between the probes 
(20-40gm) and the size of the probe imprints (2gm). Recently, AFM tip has been 

proposed to acquire 2D profiling, in this technique the resistance is measured between a 

sharp conductive AFM tip and a large contact connected to the back of the sample. Due 

to its similarity to SSRP this technique is named nano SRP (De Wolf et al, 1996). 

(1.7.3.5) Capacitance Voltage profiling (CV) 

CV profiling is a well-developed technique that is capable of providing qualitative data. 
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In this technique the capacitance between a reverse biased semiconductor sample and a 

metallic probe tip is measured by applying a dc voltage to the semiconductor. 
Therefore, a depleted region is formed between the sample and the tip. The capacitance 
is measured by varying the applied voltage to the metal contact. Since depletion region 

capacitance between the sample and metallic tip is inversely proportional to the doping 

concentration, the direct density is directly extracted from the slope of the C-V curve 

then converted into a depth profile by calculating the depletion region width from the 

measured capacitance (Vandervorst et al, 1992). 

This method can be fast and non-destructive, and sensitive to dopant levels as low as 
1014 cm-3 which means is not as sensitive to low doses as SSRP. The sensitivity of the 

capacitance sensor used to measure the capacitance affects the CV measurements. 
Further, the spatial resolution is limited by the calculated depletion region width. 

Although CV profiling extended to acquire 2D profiles by incorporating more than one 

electrode (tip) in several places on the sample, it is still widely used as a ID profiling 

technique due to the large number amount of capacitance versus voltage data that has to 
be analysed in order to deduct the 2D profiling. The main disadvantage of ID CV 

profiling is that the resolution is limited by the Debye length in low doped regions and it 

is insensitive to highly doped regions (Schroeder, 1990). The scanning capacitance 

microscope (SCM) is one such method for 2D profiles. However profile extraction from 

large amount of data need to be considered. 

Based on, all the methods described, it is clear that none of the available techniques 

fulfills all the upcoming requirements and can be applied on any arbitrary 

semiconductor structure. All ID-based techniques require a special test structure, 

making them less flexible as compared to the SPM-based methods. However, most of 
the SPM methods have a low performance on Si due to the difficult cross section 

preparation, particularly if the technique is a very surface sensitive. In addition, the 

small field of view of SPM techniques also proves a time limiting factor for a large 

wafer inspection. 

(1.7.4) Dopant Profiling With the SEM 

The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) has been extensively used over the past 
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years and it is considered one of the most important examination methods to study 
doping profiles in a non-destructive inter-operational check. This technique is 2D 

doping profiling, fast and simple, and involves very little sample preparation. Further, 

this method does not require any data convolution to obtain 2D dopant profiling. This 

technique provides measurement with a microscope resolution (i. e. the instrument 

used), high magnification and great depth of field, thus enabling us to observe 

specimens well at the nanometdr scale. 

In the 1970's Lifshin, Aven and Sawyer have reported secondary electron (SE) dopant 

contrast in the SEM. Years later, Farrow et al (1991) while studying InP/InGaAsP, have 

observed anomalous SE dopant contrast that could only result from differences in 

dopant concentration. Ogura et al (1991) studied GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice structure 

and they were the first to carry out Backscattered Electrons (BSE) and SE imaging in a 
high resolution field emission SEM. BSE images have shown a good correlation with 

the supperlattice structure. Further, GaAs layers have shown a higher brightness in the 

BSE image which has been attributed to the higher average atomic number of GaAs. 

However, SE imaging was not in good correlation with the superlattice structure due to 

the appearance of a higher number of layers in the SE image. In addition, a contrast 

reversal between the p- and n-type regions (dark compared to bright appearance) has 

been observed when the beam voltage is varied between 25keV-3keV which 

complicated the interpretation. Hence interpreting SE images has not been successful. 

Although Ogura et al (1991) did not interpret the SE dopant contrast successfully; they 

were the first to observe higher contrast in the SE images collected at low beam 

voltages. 

Ogura's study followed by Takahashi et al (1993), who studied doped Si structure for 

the first time in a SEM capable of operating at low voltage (1.5keV). For the first time 

they observed Arsenic implanted n-type regions appeared darker than the p-type 

substrate. They attributed the origin of contrast to the electron channeling effect. 

However, contrast has been observed from doped Si that has been annealed. The 

annealing process reduces any crystallinity variations between the implanted and non- 
implanted regions of the semiconductor. Furthermore, contrast has been observed from 

diffused Si devices and structure that have no crystallinity variations between the 

dopant diffused and non diffused areas. Therefore, the observed contrast cannot be 
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attributed to electron channeling effects. 

In order to understand doped semiconductor regions behaviour in the SEM ( the aim of 

this -study), we need firstly to understand the signals generated in the SEM, their 

detection method, the advantages of operating the SEM at low voltages and reflection of 

utilizing LVSEM in studying dopant profiling in the SEM. 

(1.8) Aims of this study 
The aim of this dissertation is to provide clarification of dopant profiling in LVSEM 

through additional investigations in. order to provide more understanding of the contrast 

mechanism. This will be achieved with a number of carefully devised experiments that 

address surface effects on SE dopant contrast. The research is mainly concentrated on 

studying the factors that affect the contrast in the Low Voltage Scanning Electron 

Microscope (LVSEM); the experimental conditions such as electron beam energy and 

electron dose. In addition, the surface effects, using a wide range of doped silicon 

structures (Si). These experiments includes imaging a large range of Si structures at 

different accelerating voltages, electron dose injection level effect on the SE dopant 

contrast, barrier height change effect on the contrast by annealing at different 

temperatures. 
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Chapter 2: Scanning Electron Microscopy and Generated 

Signals 
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(2.1) Introduction 
in the scanning electron microscope, electrons from a thermionic or field emission 

cathode are accelerated by voltage applied between a cathode and an anode. The 

generated focused electron beam is scanned over the sample under inspection. Electrons 

which are produced due to the interaction processes within the sample are then collected 

with a suitable detector. These signal electrons carry much information, hence it can be 

used to analyse the sample surface topography or its composition. By varying the 

energy of the primary electrons, the interaction volume with the solid will be different. 

This in turn affects the energy distribution of the re-diffused electrons within the solid 

and hence these will affect the scattering cross sections of various generated signals. 

This chapter will briefly review the SEM technique and discuss the different signals 

generated in the SEM focusing on the secondary electron (SE) emission theory. As a 
knowledge of the dependence of the SE yield on surface tilt, material and beam energy 

and their angular and energy distribution is essential for proper interpretation of SE 

dopant contrast (or image contrast), these basic concepts will be introduced. 

(2.2) Scanning Electron Microscope Signals 

When an electron of energy Ep impinges on the surface of a solid specimen and 

penetrates into the specimen to a finite depth R of the order 0.1-lOgm. that depends on 
its energy and target density, it suffers multiple scattering events with the atoms of the 

specimen. The interaction between the incident electrons and the solid sample in the 
SEM produces a spectrum of electrons with energies varying from zero up to that of the 
incident beam energy as shown in figure (2.1). 

The interaction of the electron beam with the atoms in the specimen can be divided into 

elastic and inelastic scattering events. As a result, several forms of signals at or near the 

specimen surface are generated. The signals generated are Backscattered electrons, 
Secondary electrons, Auger electrons, Characteristic X-rays and photons of various 

energies. Suitable detectors are normally used to collect a given signal and the latter is 

usually amplified and displayed for further processing. These signals can be analysed to 

provide the required information, such as its composition, its crystallographic structure, 
its, morphology and many other characteristics. 
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Figure (2.1) Energy spectrum of electrons emitted from a solid surface bombarded 

with electrons of energy Ep, (Reimer, 1985), 
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(2.3) Electron Range and Excitation Volume 

When primary electrons impinge into the specimen, electrons will travel a finite 

distance depending on the electron energy and the target density. Incident primary 

electrons will lose energy gradually as they diffuse into the specimen after scattering. 
Therefore a lateral spreading will also occur. Due to the lateral spreading in addition to 

the vertical spreading, the interaction volume is formed, where all SEM signals are 

generated. The interaction volume is found to have dimensions of several micrometers 

with the depth substantially greater than the width and to have a distinctive pear shape. 
The electron range is defined as the average distance traveled by an electron along its 

trajectory. The electron range in microns (gm) is given by the formula (Goldstein et a] 
1981). 

0.0276AE, l, . 67 
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where, E. is the primary electron energy (keV) 

Z is the atomic number of the target. 

A is the target's atomic weight (g/mol) and 

p is the target's density (gCM-3) 

The range of a IkV primary electron beam incident on Si is approximately 32nm while 
for electron beam energy of lOkV, the range increases to -1.5 gm. Figure (2.2) shows 

schematically the most important interaction processes and their information volumes. 
Auger electrons and secondary electrons are generated very close to the surface, while 
backscattered electrons and X-rays are generated from the bulk of the specimen. The 

three most important signals in a SEM are secondary electrons, backscattered electrons 

and x-rays. 

(2.4) Secondary Electrons 
Secondary electrons are conventionally defined as those emitted with energies less than 
50 eV. These electrons are ejected from the sample when the primary electron moves 
inside the target and starts interacting inelastically with the orbital electrons of the target 

atoms. As a result of this interaction, a few electron volts are transferred from the 
incident electron to the orbital electrons, especially to those in the valance band of the 

target atoms. This energy excites the orbital electrons io be ejected from the atom and 

some of them move towards the surface. UWE 
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Figure (2.2) Schematic diagram of the interaction ofan electron beam in a hLilk 

sample showing different signals generated as a result ofthis interaction. 



If the energy of these electrons is sufficient to overcome the surface potential barrier, 

which is usually several electron volts, then they can escape from the surface. 

(2.4.1) Escape Depth of SE 

The escape probability of a SE produced at distance x from a surface decreases as e-, Ia 

where a is the escape depth. For metals (x--0.5-1.5nm and increases to the order of 

10nm for carbon, for insulators cc =10-20 nm (Reimer, 1985), with a maximum of 75nm 

(Seiler, 1983). Because of this small depth SE is the most important signal emitted from 

the surface to image the surface topography in SEM. Due to the large escape depth of 
SE in insulators, insulators exhibit higher SE yield compared with metals. 

(2.4.2) SE Yield as a Function of the Angle of Incidence 
The secondary electron yield 8 is the number of emitted SEs per incident primary 

electrons (PE). 8 increases with specimen tilt angle 0 according to the secant 

distribution 

8(0) = 80 sec(O) (2.2) 

where S. is the SE yield measured at normal incidence (0=0) and 0 is measured relative 

to the surface normal (Seiler, 1983). The increase of 8 with tilt angle is attributed to the 

small escape depth of SEs. The deeper the penetration distance of the PE within the 

escape depth, the higher the SE yield. Thus, SE emission is enhanced at the edges of 
features where the angle between the PE and the surface normal is increased. At lower 

beam energies, if the penetration depth is smaller than the dimensions of the features, 

only the edges of the feature appear bright. The angular distribution of emitted SEs is a 

cosine distribution about the surface normal. Since SEs emitted from surfaces that are 

tilted towards the SE detector will be collected more efficiently than those emitted away 
from the detector, the SE topographical contrast depends on the position and efficiency 

of the SE detector. 

(2.4.3) SE Yield as a Function of Incident Energy 

Measurements of 8 at primary energies in the range 1-100keV (Reimer, 1985) show a 
decrease with increasing primary energy which can be represented by the equation 

E-0 .8X sec(O) (2.3) 
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where X is the inelastic mean free path. The above equation describes the dependence of 

the yield on the primary beam energy and tilt. 

The behaviour of 8 as a function of beam energy is shown schematically in figure (2.3). 

The general shape is the same for all materials. The plot indicates that's rises with 

increasing energy, reaching a peak 8' slightly above unity at EPEM* with a further 

increase in beam energy, then 8 decreases and passes through unity again. The 

maximum yield in the plot can be understood by considering the SE cross section, the 

penetration depth of the beam and the SE escape depth. The Ep' typical range for metals 

varies from 100 to 800eV and for insulators varies from 300 to 20OOeV (Seiler, 1983). 

In general 8 shows a peak -2-3keV then decays rapidly with increasing primary beam 

energy. The maximum value of SE yield occurs when the electron range is nearly 5 

times the inelastic mean free path (Seiler, 1983). 

(2.4.4) SE Signal in the SEM 
There are four types of SEs that are normally produced in electron probe instruments; 

SEI generated due to the direct inelastic scattering between the incident electron beam 

with target orbital atoms, SE2 generated by backscattered electrons (BSEs) exiting the 

target through the SE escape region. Both these types of SEI and SE2 are useful in SE 

dopant imaging since they both are generated within the specimen surface. However, for 

high resolution scanning electron microscopy, the first source is beneficial while the 

second source adds noise to the signal (Goldstein et al, 1981). Further it is possibie with 
SE2 to image features below the surface beyond the escape depth of the SE and it shows 

some sensitivity to the atomic number of the target atoms (Seiler, 1983). 

Seiler (1983) has found that the probability of SE2 emission is higher than SEI due to 

the lower mean energy of BSEs compared with PEs which increase its ability to 

generate SEs compared with PEs. The total SE yield 8 is the sum of those SEs 

generated by the PEs and the BSEs 

8 
--2 

8PE + 11 8BSE 2-- 8PEO + PTI) (2.4) 

where 
&PE iS the yield of SEI, IIBBSE the yield of SE2 and 

P": 8BSE / 5PE 
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The third type is SE3s, which are called tertiary electrons, and originate as a result of 
BSEs hitting the pole piece of the microscope column or its specimen chamber walls. 
Finally, direct scattering of the incident electrons from the column's objective aperture 

produces the SE4 contribution. 

The relative contribution of SE4 is typically of the order of 2-10% of the total secondary 

electron signal, while SE3 contribution is often in the range 10-50% (Joy, 1984). The 

SE4 contribution has been minimized on many instruments by placing the final aperture 
before the probe-forming lens while covering the pole piece face by an aluminum plate 

coated with carbon to control the SE3 contribution (Peters, 1982). This layer is largely 

absorbed and produces only a minimal yield of secondaries. Thus a higher signal to 

noise ratio can be achieved when low energy electron beams are used. 

(2.4.5) Secondary Electron Detection 

There are two types of detectors that can be used to detect SEs in the SEM; Everhart- 
Thornley detector (E-T) and the in-lens detector. E-T detector is the most widely used 
system for SEs detection and is shown in figure (2.5). The generated secondary 
electrons are collected by a grid biased between +100V and +300V placed close to the 
sample. The SEs that pass through the collector grid are accelerated to the scintillator 
which is non-nally biased to 6kV-lOkV at the conductive coating, which can be a thin 

evaporated film of aluminium. of the order of a few tens of nanometers thick. When the 
SEs hit the metal, they cause the phosphorous to emit a pulse of light; its intensity is 

proportional to the energy and the number of the SEs. This pulse flows down into a 
phosphorous to emit a pulse of light; its intensity is proportional to the energy and the 
number of the SEs. This pulse flows down into a photomultiplier tube (PMT) to amplify 
and convert it into an electron pulse (Reimer, 1985). 

The second important detector is referred to as the in-lens detector or through the lens 

detector (TLD). This is normally placed inside the objective lens of the electron column 

and therefore collects SEs from immediately over the scanned area of the sample. The 

SEs are focused by an electric field to pass through the lens pole piece into the collector. 
(Burton, private communication). 
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The main disadvantage of E-T detector is that it attracts a proportion of the SE3 and 

SE4 electrons thus increasing the noise of the image. Although the in-lens detector 

suppresses SE3 and SE4 types and it shows efficiency in collecting SEI and SE2, the 

main disadvantage of this method is relatively small field of view (Joy, 1996). 

(2.4.6) SE Contrast in the SEM 

Different SE yields of adjacent object elements causes contrast brightness between the 

corresponding elements. The difference in intensity AI between two-object elements 
must be greater than the signal to noise ratio (S/N). There are different types of contrast 
in the SEM. In this study only contrast due to differences in SE yield caused by 
differently doped regions is considered. The dopant contrast in this report is determined 
by the following relation 

CAIB : -- 
A -IB (2.5) 
256 

- A. where; A is the secondary electron intensity from object 

IB is the secondary electron intensity from object B. 

256 is the number of grey levels (Jayakody, 2003). 

(2.5) Backscattered Electrons 
Backscattered electrons are described as those which leave the specimen surface with 

energies greater than 50 eV after they have penetrated the specimen and suffered a 

number of elastic and inelastic scattering events. The backscattered electrons are 

divided into: primaries (PE) which leave the specimen without any loss in their energies 
(i. e. after going through a number of elastic scattering events), second is diffused 

electrons which leave the specimen with a greater loss of energy and third are Auger 

electrons (AE) which have an energy related to the specimen material. The importance 

of the BSE signal in the SEM is mainly due to its dependency on the specimen atomic 

number Z. Dependence of BSE yield on the atomic number is shown in figure (2.6). 

This dependence on the atomic number allows the regions of a specimen of different 

atomic number to be distinguished particularly at high electron beam energies, whereby 
in BSE image an area that consists of higher atomic number material will appear 
brighter compared with lower atomic number material. 
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Due to their high energy BSEs follow straight-line paths, it is necessary to use a large 

solid angle of collection and a suitable detector is placed above the sample to detect all 

the generated electrons. If BSEs are collected by the E-T detector, this signal will 

appear as a constant noise source in the image. BSEs can be detected using a channel 

plate detector or semiconductor detectors, which amplify the number of BSEs that 

impinge on the detector surface. 
Two specialised detectors are used to detect BSE both of these detectors sit directly 

beneath the objective lens and cover large surface area to maximize collection 

efficiency 

(2.5.1) Scintillator Detectors 
These comprise a scintillator (phosphor) with a light pipe and a photomultiplier, which 

are distinguished by a fast response time and a high gain, which makes them suitable for 

use at TV rates. However, these detectors are bulky and may restrict the working 
distance of the microscope. 

(2.5.2) Solid State Detectors 
This detector consists of Si p-n junction that forms electron-hole pairs when a BSE 

impinges its surface. A reverse bias which is applied to the detector separates the 

electron hole pairs giving rise to a detectable current. This detector is much smaller than 

a scintillator detector and cheap to make. On the other hand, its response is rather slow 

which makes them unsuitable for operation at TV scan rates. 

(2.6) Characteristic X-rays 
Apart from the above signals, when an electron strikes an atom in the sample, direct 

inelastic scattering process generates X-rays. The inelastic scattering process can release 

a bound electron such as from the K shell. Another electron from a higher energy level, 

say LI shell, falls into the vacant position and an X-ray photon is ejected which has 

energy equal to the difference between these two states. The ejected photon has a 

characteristic energy which differs from element to element. 

X ray energy hv= hc/X = EK- ELI (2.6) 
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Where; h is Planck's constant 

v is the frequency of x ray photon 

c is the speed of light 

X is wavelength of the emitted x- ray 

EK is electron energy in shell K and 
EU is electron energy in shell L, 

The wavelength of the emitted spectra is a characteristic of the specimen composition, 

thus it can be used for elemental analysis. Generated x-rays can be detected with a 

suitable detector and display against the wavelength X, thus elemental and structural 
information can be collected from the specimen under inspection. From the relative 
intensities of the X-rays, quantitative analysis can be made. However, it is not suitable 
for the chemical analysis for small dimensional structures due to the large generation 

volume where the X-rays come from. Furthermore, this method is not very surface 

sensitive technique for the same reason of the X-ray generation volume. Most 

commercial SEMs are equipped with an x-ray analyser of the energy dispersive type. 

Figure (2.7) gives a basic representation of the mechanism. 

The reverse process of x-ray generation is the x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), 

which can also be used as an elemental analysis technique. In this method the specimen 
is bombarded by x-rays, electrons are then generated and leave the specimen. These 

electrons have discrete encrgies depending on the sample composition. The process is 

shown schematically in figure (2.7), which depicts two possible. photoelectron 

emissions, following core ionisation for Si. These photoelectrons have a small escape 
depth of the order of 3nm (Ambridge et al, 1985). Therefore, they can be used to 
identify the elements present in the specimen surface. 
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Figure (2.7) Process for the generation of characteristic emission from atoms in Si; (a) 

Generation of characteristic X-rays. (b) The generation of photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) two possible emissions are shown (Ambridge et al, 1985). 



(2.7) Auger Electrons 
Auger electrons are generated as part of the inelastic scattering process of electrons 
interacting with a solid sample. When a primary beam of electrons is incident upon the 

surface of a specimen, its interaction with the surface atoms may result in removing an 

electron from a target atom (say the K shell) and the atom will be raised from its ground 

state due to the generated hole in an inner shell. The ionised atom will then fill this core 
hole with an electron from a higher energy level, say the L, level, by losing its surplus 

potential energy (equal to the difference in binding energies between these two levels, 

Le EK- ELO. This energy difference can either be emitted as x rays or transferred to 

another electron in a higher or the same electron level L2. If the energy is transferred to 

another electron, this electron is released as an Auger electron. The process of an Auger 

emission is shown schematically in figure (2.8) 

The Auger electrons therefore have energy approximately equal to the energy 
difference between the two shells involved in the transition. 

The approximated kinetic energy (KE) of an Auger electron generated due to this 

transition is given by 

KE = (EK - ELI) - 
E11.3 (2.7) 

This equation has been used in the early days of AES to calculate the Auger energies. 
However, it gives only an approximate value because after the creation of the initial K 

core hole the remaining electrons become more tightly bound to the nucleus, due to the 

extra positive charge of the atom. Because of this, as well as the difficulty in 
determining EL2,3, an approximation value of the kinetic energy of the emitted -Auger 
electron is given by 

KE=EKZ- ELlz-EI2,3 Z+l (2.8) 

This expression was approximated by Siegbahn et al (1967). 

By replacing the binding energy of the level L2,3 for an atom of atomic number Z, with 
the corresponding binding energy of an atom of atomic number (Z+I). 
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Auger electron emission is efficient in filling core holes with low binding energy. Thus, 

the Auger process giving rise to relatively low kinetic energy Auger electrons, which 

then have a short mean free path (Woodruff and Delchar, 1986). Due to their short mean 
free path only Auger electrons that are generated near the surface can emerge to the 

vacuum. Auger electron spectroscopy is based upon the measurement of the kinetic 

energies of the emitted electrons. Each element in a sample being studied will give rise 
to a characteristic spectrum of peaks at various kinetic energies. Because the Auger 

electron energy is a characteristic of the atom from which it is released, it can be used 
for surface chemical analysis. Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) is a surface-sensitive 

spectroscopic technique used for elemental analysis of surfaces; it offers high sensitivity 
for all elements except H and He. It provides quantitative compositional analysis of the 

surface region of specimens, by comparison with standard samples of known 

composition. 

Since the Auger electron intensity is small and is superimposed upon the high 

background caused by inelastically scattered electrons, Auger electron spectra are also 

. often shown in a differentiated form to increase the visualisation of small Auger peaks. 
This mode has the virtue of suppressing the large secondary electron background and 
has the side effect of turning a simple peak into a positive and negative excursion 
(Woodruff and Delchar, 1986). The derivative dN(E)/dE is obtained by superimposing 

a small sinusoidal potential modulation on the analyzer pass energy and synchronously 
detecting the current passed through the analy-er (McGuire, 1979). 

(2.8) Auger Electrons Detection 
Auger electrons have discrete exit energies; therefore they can be detected by analysing 
the energy distribution of all the emitted electrons from the sample. The electron 

spectrometers have been used to separate electrons with different energies. In principle, 
the energy analysers can be of magnetic or electrostatic type. However, electrostatic 
fields are preferred to deflect electrons according to their energy, where the number of 
Auger electrons detected can be plotted against their energy to obtain an Auger electron 

spectroscopy (AES). The electron spectrometers were developed in the 1960s, when 
Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) technology became commercially available. 
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Figure (2.9) N(E) and dN(E)/dE for electrons emitted from a Titanium target with 

incident electron beam energy lkeV (Park and Den, 1977). 



The most widely used electrostatic energy analysers are Cylindrical Miffor Analyser 

(CMA) and Concentric Hemispherical Analysers (CHA), which will be briefly reviewed 
below. 

(2.8.1) The Cylindrical Mirror Analyser (CMA) 

The Cylindrical Mirror Analyser consists of two concentric cylinders of radii ri and r2 
that are placed coaxially with each other. The inner cylinder is held at ground potential, 

and the outer cylinder is set to a negative potential (-V). By adjusting the outer cylinder 

potential, electrons in a small energy window will pass through the analyser. This 

arrangement allows electrons of a given energy which are generated on the axis of the 

CMA to be refocused after deflection by the electrostatic field, at a point which is 

determined by their energy and direction. A schematic of the CMA is shown in figure 

(2.10). 

The relationship between the focused electron energy and instrument parameters is 

given by: 

Ke 
v (2.9) 

ln(r2 / r, ) 

where E. is the energy of the focused electrons, e is the electron charge, K is the CMA 

characteristic constant and K=Ur, with L the distance between the analyser's focal 

point S and the output focal point F. V is the outer cylinder voltage, r, and r2 are the 

inner and outer cylinder diameters, respectively. 

The energy resolution of an electron spectrometer is defined as the ratio of the width of 

the energy spread after analysing AE to the energy E of the peak maximum AE/E. AE is 

usually measured as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) intensity of a selected 

peak-usually the elastic peak is used since it is a well-defined peak. 
The energy resolution of the CMA is related to the CMA parameters as follows 

AM = 0.18 (w/ri) + 5.5/4(, äoc)3 

where w is the aperture width of the inner cylinder (equal for the entrance and the exit 

apertures) (Sar-El, 1967). 
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Figure (2.10) Schematic diagram of the CMA, showing the trajectories of the emitted 

electrons from the sample under investigation that placed at S. Electrons emitted within an 

angular range ± Ao4 travel through a mesh-covered aperture and are refocused at F where 

the distance between S and F is denoted by L. (Briggs and Seah, 1996) 



The CMA has excellent collection efficiency and high signal to noise ratio can be 

achieved. Also it has a high transmission value (Woodruff and Delchar, 1986). 

However, it is sensitive to the movement of the sample along the analyser axis. Further, 

it is reported that secondary electrons are generated by collision with the CMA may 

reach the detector and contribute to the noise (Seah, 1985). Also, the electron energy 

spectra produced from a CMA are non-linear. This means that the electron transmission 

rises with increasing beam energies. Consequently, collected spectra are explicitly 
defined as the EN (E) as opposed to N (E) spectra. 

(2.8.2) Concentric Hemispherical Analyser (CHA) 

The Concentric Hemispherical Analyser consists of two hemispherical concentric shells 

of inner radius R, and outer radius R2. A potential difference, AV, is applied between, 

the two surfaces such that the outer sphere is negative and the inner positive. Between 

the spheres there is an equipotential surface of radius R.. The entrance and exit slits lie 

on a diameter and are centred at a distance R. from the centre of the curvature. 

Since the two hemispheres are held at different potential V, and V2, an electric field is 

generated between the hemispheres. Potentials V, and V2 can be adjusted so only 

electrons with a certain energy range, entering the CHA, will be caused to move in a 

curved trajectory and reach the exit aperture F, as shown in figure (2.11). Remaining 

electrons hit the hemisphere will not get detected. Together with lens system takes 

electrons from the sample and injects them into the analyser. Electrons that passed the 

exit aperture can be detected using a suitable detector. The base resolution is given by 

AF . =S/2P.,,, + oN4 (2.11) 

where E. is the energy of electrons entering the analyser at an angle (x to the slit normal 

and S is the slit width equal at the entrance and exit. 

The main advantages the CHA has over the CMA are much better access to the sample 

(Le is not sensitive to the sample positioning) and the ability to vary analyser resolution 

electrostatically without changing physical apertures. In addition, the CHA is a narrow 
band-width analyser, since it only allows electrons within a certain energy range to 

move on a circular orbit and reach the detector. 
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Figure (2.11) Cross-sectional view of the CHA (Briggs and Seah, 1996). 
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Having passed through the analyser, the electrons of a particular energy are spatially 

separated from electrons of different energies; hence various detectors are used to detect 

these electrons such as a micro channel plate (MCP) or a multi channel detector. 

(2.9) Contamination in the SEM 
The presence of hydrocarbon molecules on the specimen surface is virtually 

unavoidable during inspection in the SEM. These molecules are formed in the vacuum 

of the microscope due to the partial pressure of hydrocarbons or silicon oils from the 

diffusion pump and the grease of vacuum seals and finger marks. Furthermore, 

hydrocarbons are already deposited on the specimen during handling it in the air, so the 

best way to avoid hydrocarbon deposition is cleaving the sample in ultra high vacuum 

(UHV) or by ion beam etching inside the UHV. 

During electron beam irradiation, hydrocarbon molecules are cracked, which results in 

carbon film growth over the scanned area or a contamination needle grows up when 
irradiation with a stationary electron probe at a thickness depending on the scanning 

time, and electron dose and is almost of few nm. Since SE signal is of short escape 
depth, SE emission will be that of carbon and the irradiated areas. Therefore, the SE 

yield depends on the thickness of the contamination layer which is affected mainly by 

changes in the vacuum condition. In this thesis, the effect of surface contamination on 

SE dopant contrast will be discussed in detail. 
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Chapter 3: Dopant Profiling in the LVSEM and Related 

Mechanisms 
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(3.1) Introduction 
Low Voltage Scanning Electron Microscopy (LVSEM) has become one of the most 

important tools in studying semiconductors and in biological science where a decrease 

in the electron range reduced charging and radiation damage during inspection, and an 

increased topographic contrast are desired. Some advantages of operating the SEM at 

low electron energies were recognised since the early days of SEM. However, its use 
has been increased only recently due to overcoming the difficulties connected with 

achieving high resolution low voltage microscopy. 

Although the dopant contrast in the SEM was reported in 1970's for the first time, the 

research did not gain much momentum until the work of Perovic in 1995. Since 

LVSEM can provide high resolution (<5nm) and high signal levels, this improvement 

has generated much interest in acquiring 2D dopant profiling. Perovic has utilized 

LVSEM to image doped GaAs and Si structures. Since that time, this area of research 
has been given more attention due to the progress that has been made in developing the 

LVSEM. 

This chapter describes the advantages of operating SEM in low and very low energy 

mode and the methods that have been applied to obtain this mode are described. It also 

shows reflection of utilizing LVSEM and Scanning Low Energy Electron Microscopy 

(SLEEM) mode on the SE dopant contrast. Further, this chapter will review several SE 

dopant contrast mechanisms in the SEM. 

(3.2) Difficulties Connected with Achieving Low Voltage Microscopy 

Generally, at low voltages, the electron optical performance of the SEM deteriorates due 

to both the reduced brightness of the electron source and the increased aberrations of the 

electron optics. Therefore, the SEM signal strength and resolution are degraded. In 

addition, low beam energy electrons take long time to travel along the optical column 

compared with high beam energy electrons. This makes low energy electrons more 

susceptible to spurious dc and particularly ac electromagnetic field throughout the 

column. This field causes misalignment of the beam, and even for the objective lenses 

of the best design, the spot size starts to increase steeply, owing to diffraction aberration 

(Frank et al, 1999), which can cau'se distortion in the image. 
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Moreover, the detection of signal electrons without affecting the primary beam 

performance becomes difficult at low voltages due to collecting the primary beam 

electrons by the positively biased grid the and hence this collecting field will retard the 

resolution by distorting the probe. The effect of the collecting field becomes more 

pronounced when the beam energy is reduced below 5keV (Pawley, 1990). Thus, a long 

period of instrument development was needed to overcome the main difficulties which 

can be categorized as follows; 

Low source brightness. 

Increased aberrations. 

o Increased sensitivity to stray fields. 

* Defocusing of the probe by SE collecting field. 

Operating SEM at low voltages means overcoming poor instrumental performance in 

obtaining high spatial resolution and signal electron detection. LVSEM has and still is 

witnessing intensive activity in both directions. The high spatial resolution is obtained 
due to the recent developments in ultra high vacuum systems thus making it easy to use 
higher brightness electron sources of the field electron emitter and Schottky type, which 

are increasingly replacing conventional thermionic sources. An example of this 
development is achieving small probe diameters with sufficient probe current to form an 
SEM image of comparable signal to noise ratio to conventional large probe diameter 

SEM's that are now commercially available (Ogura et a], 199 1, EI-Gomati et al, 2005). 

Apart from the improvement in electron sources and high brightness FE guns, software 

packages that can analyse complex electron optical systems have been incorporated i'n 

developing LVSEM. As a result of these advancements, it is possible to obtain low 

voltage electron beams (<5keV) with very high resolution (<5nm) for routine 

exploitations (Mullerova et al, 1992). 

(3.3) Advantages of Low Voltages Electron Microscopy 

When low energy primary electrons impinge on the specimen surface, they penetrate a 

short distance and the interaction volume with the solid is decreased. As a consequence 

the production of SEs is restricted to a smaller area nearer to the surface which results 
in; 
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(3.3.1) Increased SE Yield 
Since the SEs escape depth is < 20nm regardless of the incident beam energies, when 

low beam energy (< 5keV) is used the interaction volume becomes comparable to the 

SE escape depth. Thus the majority of SEs are generated due to the direct inelastic 

scattering of the primary incident beam (SEI) in the immediate surface region and leads 

to an increase of the SE yield. The variation of the total SE yield with the beam voltage 
is shown in figure (2.3). Therefore the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of this signal is 

increased at low electron beam energies. Furthermore, at low and very low beam 

energies, the generated SEs can escape to be detected within a few nanometers of the 

sample surface where the beam interaction occurs; this gives the SE signal very high 

resolution. Where the intensity of the SEs in the SEM is a very sensitive function of the 

doping concentration, it is possible to map p-n junctions and study the dopant contrast at, 
low energy electron beam where the SE intensity is maximised. Therefore, the obtained 
SEs will carry useful information about any surface doped regions, i. e. the obtained 
information is more localised. 

(3.3.2) Reduced Charging 
Insulators and semiconductor samples charge heavily when irradiated by an electron 
beam in SEM even when using a conductive surface layer. This charge accumulation 

results in unstable imaging conditions and loss of resolution due to the defocusing of the 

primary beam spot (Joy, 1988). However, the charging of these materials can be 

reduced and even eliminated with using low voltages, as schematically shown in figure 

(23). There are many methods that have been used to eliminate or reduce sample 

charging which involve using (different) gases environment, however imaging in low 

beam energy is the most effective way in imaging non conductors and semiconductors 

without special sample preparation techniques. 

(3.3.3) Reduced Specimen Damage 
In semiconductor devices, radiation damage can occur due to the accumulation of space 

charge inside the insulating surface layer and also due to surface recombination states 

near the interface between semiconductor and surface coating (Reimer, 1985). This is 

explained as follows: all integrated Si devices include insulating layers such as Si02 and 
Si3N4 to isolate conductive pads from the semiconductor. Therefore, when an electron 
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Figure (3.1) Schematic illustration of the interaction volume in SEM and low voltage 
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beam irradiates such a device, electron-hole (e-h) pairs are generated in the insulating 

layer. Whereas electrons can move easily as they have a faster mobility compared to 

holes which accumulate inside the insulting surface layer. Thus a device with such 

coating ends up with a positive charge. However, applying a negative voltage during 

electron irradiation can dissipate charge collection; hence damage is reversible in a 
device with a Si02 surface layer. On the other hand, damage is irreversible for Si3N4 

layers because it contains large concentration of traps for electrons and holes; hence no 

charge is built up. 

Apart from charge accumulation, electron irradiation can create surface recombination 

states near the Si-Si02 interface. These surface states increase the surface recombination 

velocity; hence influence all dependent device parameters that may lead (attribute) to 

broken and rearranged bonds at the interface. 

Another effect of high beam energy irradiation, is that if the electron energy is increased 

to a few hundred keV, elastic scattering results in energy transfer to nucleus of the order 

of 10-30 eV. This may shift an atom from a lattice to another interstitial site. However 

this effect will not occur at the low electron energies used in the SEM. 

For semiconductor devices, radiation damage'can be minimised by utilising LVSEM, 

imaging at low beam energies below 5keV reduce the effects of charge accumulation 

and formation of recombination states. 

(3.4) Approaches for Low Voltage Electron Microscopy 

Apart from the above advantages and due to the rapid improvements in ultra high 

vacuum systems, FE guns and software packages that can analyse complex electron 

optical systems have opened the avenues for different designs of low voltage 

microscopes (Mullerova et al, 1992). The different approaches to obtain low voltages 

can be divided into two different approaches; the first involves utilising the 

improvements of the electron optical performance of the column such as increasing gun 
brightness, aberration correction elements and incorporating complex signal detection 

methods which do not affect the primary beam spot size (diameter). The second 

approach is to use a retarding electrostatic field to reduce the landing energy of the 

primary electrons. This can be done by either using an electrostatic lens or biasing the 

sample to a negative potential. The latter method is known as the cathode lens method. 
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The main advantage of this method is that the electron beam is focussed at its original 

high energy. Le with relatively low aberrations and then within the cathode lens is 

decelerated to a landing energy continuously adjusted by the specimen bias ( EI-Gomati 

et al, 1997). 

(3.4.1) The Cathode Lens 
The cathode lens is of great interest in retarding field microscopy. It is usually formed 

by a cathode held at a negative potential and by an anode at ground potential. Figure 

(3.2) shows schematic diagram of the cathode lens. The retarding field between the 

specimen (cathode) and the anode (objective pole piece) acts as a lens for the primary 

electrons. The primary beam of electrons which is usually operated in the energy range 

10-20 keV in conventional SEM are decelerated to the specimen by the negative 

potential which is finely adjustable. Therefore, the landing energy of the decelerated 

beam (EL) is given by the difference between the primary beam energy and the applied 

cathode potential. 
EL = Ep - Eu 

EL is the energy with which electrons strike the specimen, Ep is the primary beam 

energy and Eu is the applied voltage to the specimen. The cathode lens principle allows 

one to vary the energy of electrons in a wide energy range making it is possible to 

achieve primary electron beam energy approaching zero eV. 

Signal electrons generated upon the primary beam impact are accelerated back, opposite 

to the direction of the primary electron direction. Hence a suitable detector must be 

replaced within the cathode lens field to collect as many electrons as possible without 

allowing them to escape through the detector bore. 

The spherical and chromatic aberration coefficients of the cathode lens can be 

approximately given as 

SCL '- CCL I (EL IEP) for EL< <Ep (3.2) 

According to this relation, the aberration coefficient decreases as the landing energy 
falls for a fixed I and primary beam energy Ep, which is what we need in order to 

achieve the small spot size at low energies (or keep the beam spot size). Although the 

resolution achieved is better than that in LVSEM, it depends on the quality of the final 

objective lens. 
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Figure (3.2) Schematic diagram of the cathode lens, I is the distance between the 

anode and cathode of the cathode lens (MUllerovd, 1999) 



Because the cathode lens forms only a virtual image, a focusing lens has to be used. 
However, the major advantage of using a cathode lens is that one can reduce the 

incident electron energy to units of eV. The electron optical properties of the cathode 
lens have been extensively studied (Lenc et al, 1992). More details about the cathode 
lens and about the cathode lens in combination with the focusing lens can be found in 

(Paden et al 1968, Lenc et al 1992 a, b and Frank et al 1999). 

During the last three decades, many attempts were made to utilise retarding-field optical 

elements in SEM for purposes of improving the resolution at low energies. These 

attempts are summarised in the review paper of MUllerovd and Lenc (1992a). Some of 

these attempts were very *promising but none were advanced enough to bring this 

version of SEM into routine use as the Low Energy Electron Microscopy (LEEM) 

method. 

As a special retarding-field element the cathode lens has been introduced into the SEM 

as a part of its objective lens. Full utilisation of the cathode lens in the SEM was 

experimentally proved by MUllerovd and Lenc (1992b). The theory of the cathode lens 

takes into account both the uniform field and the anode opening field and particularly 

the combination of the cathode lens with the necessary focusing lens was developed 

(Lenc and Mallerovd, 1992ab). Preliminary image series were published which 

exhibited a consistent quality throughout the energy scale down to a nearly zero landing 

energy of electrons (MUllerovd and Frank, 1993), and the basic imaging parameters 

were quantitatively verified (Mflllerovd and Frank, 1994). The cathode lens equipped 
SEM is capable of holding the image resolution near- to the nominal one, down to the 

lowest energies, as is the case in LEEM. This method has been applied recently for low 

energy imaging of non-conducting and semiconductor specimens (Frank et al 199 1, 

MUllerovd 2001, Frank et al 2001). The cathode lens principle has been utilised 

successfully for the design of SLEEM for the first time at the University of York, El- 

Gomati et al (1997), where, a combination of scanning Auger and SLEEM is developed 

in order to develop a super surface analysis machine and to overcome the problems of 

using either of these methods alone. EI-Gomati and Wells (2001 a, b) have utilised the 

UHV SLEEM mode for imaging doped semiconductor regions, the converted cathode 
lens mode allowed the incident electron beam energy to be varied from 1-10OOeV with 

<Igm resolution. The principle scheme of the combined CMA electron gun with built in 
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detector for acquiring SLEEM signals is shown in figure (3.3). Frank et al (2000) have 

imaged doped semiconductor regions in the SLEEM mode at very low landing energies 

down to 0.5 eV. 

For the work presented in this thesis, dopant imaging was performed in a commercial 

Vega SEM that has been adopted to operate in the SLEEM mode using the cathode lens 

principle. A brief view of the method is given in the next section. 

(3.4.2) Adaptation of Vega SEM to Cathode Lens Mode 
In this work, the Vega SEM was converted to cathode lens mode by placing a cathode 
lens below the final objective lens. The complete conversion involved also the use of a 

stable high voltage power supply to bias the sample, and means to isolate the sample 

from the sample holder. This way allowed scanning low energy electron imaging down 

to energies approaching sub-10 eV. 

To detect electrons in SLEEM mode a scintillator detector is situated above the 

specimen in the field of the cathode lens. This scintillator is connected to a light pipe. 
The detector consists of a scintillating disc (YAG crystal) with a central bore and a light 

pipe that feeds a photomultiplier. This disc acts as the anode of the cathode lens and the 

objective aperture. The disadvantage of this method is that some of the electrons escape 

through the detector bore. Although reducing the bore diameter that reduces the portion 

of escaped signal electrons, it reduces the available field of view as well. Figure (3.4) 

shows an adaptation of conventional SEM to cathode lens mode with a YAG crystal 

detector. 

(3.5) Dopant Profiling in LVSEM 
Perovic et al (1995) studied several semiconductor multilayer heterostructures of Si and 
GaAs in both cross-sectional and oblique plan-views at low voltages (0.5-1 keV). They 

investigated n-i-p-i Si heterostructures with As doped Si with concentration 3X 1020 Crn-3 

(n-type doped Si) and B doped Si with concentration 8x 1018 CM-3 (p-type doped Si). 

This study was the first attempt to try to explain the origin of the SE contrast from 

dopants in Si. They found that p-type doped regions exhibit bright contrast relative to 

the intrinsic Si background as shown in figure (3.5). 
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Figure (3.3) The principle scheme of the combined CMA electron gun with built in 

detector for acquiring SLEEM signals (El-Gomati et al, 1997). 
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Figure (3.4) Adaptation to cathode lens mode with a YAG crystal detector (Frank et 

al, 1998) 



In addition, they found that SE imaging of p- and n-type doped GaAs heterostructure 

have shown higher SE contrast from p-type doped areas in comparison with n-type 
doped regions. Also, they have shown that the dopant contrast is due to electrically 

active dopants, whose amount is equal to the free7carrier concentration, rather than the 

chemical number of dopant atoms. Perovic and co-workers (1995,1998) were the first 

to propose a model based on an electrical phenomenon where they interpreted the SE 

dopant contrast as an electronic effect associated with different surface induced band 

bending between n- and p-type doped regions. The various contrast mechanisms 

proposed to date will be discussed in the next section. 

Venables et al (1996,1998) have used doped Si structures in a FESEM to investigate 

the effect of microscope parameters on the SE imaging. This was the first ever attempt 

to quantify the SE contrast profiles. They studied P and B diffused Si p/n and n/p 

patterns. Similar to Perovic's results, they found that p'-diffused areas again appear 
brighter in the SE imag e. Additionally, they observed higher contrast at low 

accelerating voltages (around lkeV) when a through-the-lens detector was employed. 
However, similar SE contrast has not been observed from n"/p junctions. This group has 

addressed the spatial resolution and sensitivity of the LVSEM by demonstrating its 

ability to detect SE image of low dopant concentration level as'low as 45< 1016CM-3 for B 

doped Si and suggested this was near the limit of sensitivity. They reported a spatial 

resolution of the intensity profile of approximately 17nm. Turan et al (1996) have 

shown that FESEM can be effectively used to map electrically active dopant profiles in 

two dimensions with a-sensitivity as low as 2xlO'6cm -3 by detecting contrast of B doped 

regions in Si. 

In spite of the difficulty in reproduction of the absolute SE contrast from similar 

samples, this technique has shown high sensitivity to a wide range of dopant 

concentration levels. Studying the contrast as a function of dopant concentration levels 

depicts a rough logarithmic relationship between the SE contrast and dopant 

concentration level in the range from 4XI016crn7 3 to 3x 102OCrd3 as shown in figure (3.6). 

This result was also verified for a larger range of doping concentrations by Elliot et al 
(2002). 
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Figure (3.5) SE image of B and As doped n-i-p-i hetero structure taken at 0.7 keV in 

a FESEM using upper SE detector (Perovic et al, 1995). 
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Figure (3.6) SE image of a boron doped test structure and boron concentration vs SE 
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contrast measured from several test structures (Venables et al, 1998). 



A higher contrast has been observed from Si samples treated with Hydro Fluoric acid 

compared with just cleaved samples (Sealy et al, 2000). Elliott et al (2001) has also 
found that contrast is enhanced after dipping Si sample in Ammonium Fluoride 

solution. Elliott et al (2001; 2002) have carried SE imaging observations by examining 

the SE contrast of doped Si samples at different temperatures and of biased p-n 
junctions in order to investigate the built in potential effect on the SE dopant contrast. 
The high sensitivity of the LVSEM was demonstrated by observing contrast from p- 

type doped Si with dopant concentration level as low as 8x 1015CM, 3 
. The ultimate 

spatial resolution of the LVSEM has been demonstrated by imaging lnm doped layers 

(Elliot et 4 2002) 

EI-Gomati et al (2000,2001,2004 and 2005) have studied SE dopant contrast as a 
function of possible contamination in the SEM. The effect of work function of 
hydrocarbon layer deposited on the Si during inspection has been tested further by 

depositing candidate metals of work functions lower and higher than that of Si. 

Observation of pý-type doped patterns and n-type doped Si on the n-type Si was made 
in LVSEM and in the SLEEM both under standard vacuum conditions and also in an 
Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) environment where the sample surface was examined in the 

Auger electron spectrometer. This group related the SE dopant contrast to surface 

structure. 

Jayakody (2003) has carried out new experiments to clarify surface effects on the 

contrast. He has studied doped Si samples in the SLEEM, and observed higher contrast 

at very low energies (few eV). He also compared SE dopant contrast obtained with a 

sample exhibiting a hydrocarbon layer and then after cleaning the sample surface with 
ion beam, 'in UHV. Jayakody found that the existence of a thin carbon layer on the 

imaged sample surface has enhanced the obtained contrast. 

Merli et al (2002) have developed a new strategy based on incoherent bright field (BF) 

imaging at low energy in a SEM used in transmission mode. The image is formed using 

the signal produced by the SE resulting from the conversion of transmitted electrons 
(TE) on a converter and collected by the standard E-T detector. The converter used is a 

circular disk, covered with MgO smoke, a material providing a SE yield of about I for a 

wide range of electron energies (1-30keV)(Reimer-, 1998). This material covers an Al 
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disk centred on the optical axis of the microscope. The experimental setup is shown in 

figure (3.7) 

In this method SE profile versus distance for the multilayer has shown dependence of 

the SE intensity of the different regions on the atomic number, whereby multilayers 

with higher atomic number appear brighter in the profile as should occur for a BF 

image. Also in this technique layers of 2 ML are visible, their width is equal to the 

convolution of the layer size with the probe size. 

Merli et al (2002) suggests that it is possible to deduce dopant profile information, with 

the resolution of the probe size using BF images and operating in transmission at low 

energy in SEM. In such a case, the image profile can be considered the convolution of 

the dopant profile with the* beam profile. The experiment has been performed with As 

implanted Si with two different doses. Then the As implanted dopant profiles have been 

simulated with Monte Carlo computer code that has been previously developed for the 

simulation of backscattered electron images. The obtained dopant distribution is shown 
in figure (3.8). This figure shows the peak concentration at a depth between 15 and 
20nm. 

In this method, the detected dopant concentration is very high and the resolution of this 

method is equal to the spot size of 6nm. However, the resolution and the sensitivity can 
be improved by incorporating Schottky or field emission sources as the microscope 

cathode. 

SE dopant contrast from differently doped n-type regions of low dopant concentration 
in commercial LVSEM is extremely low; therefore, such regions can not normally be 

detected. It was reported by Jayakody (2003) that depositing thin layers of C, Cr and Ni 

onto Si surfaces that were in-situ cleaned by ion bombardment have enhanced the 

obtained contrast. Schonjahn et al (2002) have demonstrated that energy filtering of SEs 

enhanced the contrast of differently doped n-type regions. This is attributed to contrast 
dependence on the shift of energy spectra from n and p regions rather than the 

secondary electron yield differences. 
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Figure (3.7) Scheme of the experimental setup used for BF STEM imaging (Merli 

et al, 2002). 
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Figure (3.8) As concentration vs depth in the implanted silicon specimens. 



Thomas et al (2004) have studied effect of electron beam injection in the SEM on 

surface potential of p- and n-type doped Si. It is found that during electron beam 

bombardment, a local surface potential change influencing electron beam technique due 

to generated carriers during inspection, since it changes beam properties and sample 

properties. The distribution of the generated carriers is calculated using semiconductor 

equations. This distribution causes a local change in surface potential due to presumed 

movement of the quasi Fermi level. Since the change of the average quasi-Fermi 

energy level is equivalent to the surface potential change (or has the same functional 

dependence), the surface potential distribution was measured with a scanning probe 

microscope (SPM) incorporated in SEM for this purpose. The surface potential 
distribution produced by electron beam in Si can be attributed to diffusion processes 

that take place after generation of electron-hole pairs. Moreover, it was observed that 

the potential distribution can be related to minority carrier distribution. For n-Si, there is 

a depletion of holes for positive and an accumulation for negative cantilever voltages. 
On the other hand, for p-type doped Si there is an accumulation of electrons for positive 

voltages that has been calculated and a depeletion for negative voltages. 

However, SE imaging was not collected during inspection. In addition no information 

was reported regarding electron beam dose which may affect charge distribution within 

the semiconductor. Although this attempt to understand effect of electron beam 

injection in doped semiconductor did not correlate surface potential distribution during 

electron beam inspection to SE dopant contrast, it opened new avenues to understand 
SE dopant contrast mechanism. Whereby observing potential variations during 

inspection is almost more relevant to SE dopant behaviour from surface potential 

measurements in thermal equilibrium (Tanimoto and Vatel, 1996). 

The LVSEM of dopant profiling using the SE signal is sensitive to the doping 

concentration levels and it became superior to many competitive methods. Therefore, 

this technique has become a useful tool for qualitative analysis of p-n junctions. 

However, this method is still largely qualitative and instrument dependant. In addition 

to the difficulties in reproducing the SE images in the LVSEM due to the high 

sensitivity of surface contamination, it has not yet been accepted by industry as a 2D 

dopant profiling technique for ULSI. And in'order to be accepted, a full understanding 

of the SE contrast mechanism is required for quantitative analysis of the SE image 
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contrast. For this purpose, and due to the growing use of SE imaging in the SEM to map 
doped semiconductors, various descriptions have been developed to explain this 

phenomenon. The next section will demonstrate the main mechanisms which explain 

the contrast. 

(3.6) Review of the Dopant Contrast Mechanism 
The SE contrast observed from doped regions of semiconductors is electronic in nature, 

since the amount of impurity atoms in the range 1016 to 1019 atoMS/Cnf3 of Arsenic or 
Boron doped Si is 0.00002 to 0.02 percent respectively, the contrast from doped areas 

can not be attributed to compositional difference in the doped regions. There are three 

existing mechanisms that have been developed to explain the SE dopant contrast. These 

are: 

(3.6.1) Band-Bending and SE Dopant Contrast 
If any semiconductor surface is cleaved in air, this results in the introduction of crystal 

atomic energy levels in the forbidden gap, referred to as surface states. Surface states 

also arise through impurities and these surface states are referred to as extrinsic surface 

states (Rhoderick and Williams, 1988). 'Me presence of surface states modifies the 

electron energy levels at the surface. Surface states may possess electronic charge, 

which results in the energy bands bending upwards in n-type material and downwards in 

p-type material and pinning the Fermi energy within the band gap. 

For n-type semiconductors, electrons lying near the bottom of the conduction band will 
be captured by surface states, producing a positive space charge layer near the surface. 
This means a depletion region of width W is formed near the surface. The resultant 

charge flow creates an electrostatic dipole layer that retards the emission of secondary 

electrons generated as a result to interaction of the primary beam electrons with valence 

electrons in the near surface region. As a result to this dipole, the electron energy in the 

bulk is lower than the surface by qVbb which is the amount of band bending. 

A similar situation occurs for p-type material. However, a positive charge distribution 

results in the surface with a negative charge distribution extending into the depletion 

region. Thus, this electric field will accelerate SEs to the surface in p-type and the 
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electron energy in the bulk is higher than the surface by qVbb. Figure (3.9) presents 
band-bending on n-type and p-type semiconductors. The internal electric fields 

responsible for the band-bending are of opposite sign for p-type and n-type material. 

Perovic et al (1995) proposed that SE dopant contrast resulted from these electric fields, 

which accelerated SEs to the surface for p-type and repelled SEs back into the bulk for 

n-type. Tberefore, p-type, materials would appear brighter in the SE image than n-type. 

(3.6.2) Patch-Fields and SE Dopant Contrast 
Many of the related studies of SE dopant contrast have explained the observed contrast 
due to the differences in the work functions which caused patch field effects. It was 

suggested that the shape of the surface potential barrier that affect the SE emission is 

altered by patch fields. To understand this effect, consider a small region of low work 
function material, A, surrounded by higher work function material B, as shown in figure 

(3.1 Oa) 

When the materials are brought together, the Ferm! level will equalise through the 

transfer of electrons and the surface charge will be redistributed. The A material will be 

left positively charged and B material will be negatively charged. Due to this 

distribution, an electric field called a patch field will form just outside the crystal to 

keep the sample overall electrically neutral. This field works as an additional potential 
barrier where the SEs emitted from material A must overcome to escape the surface. 
The height of the barrier is equal to the difference between the two work functions 

Thus, material A will appear darker than material B when they are brought in 

contact. This model is only correct, if region A is much smaller than region B but no 

experimental evidence is presented. It is not clear in the literature the patch field 

potential barrier effect if region A is comparable in size with region B (Elliot, 200 1). 

Patch field effect on SE emission has been studied by Futamoto et al (1985). Sealy et al 
(1997) detailed description of the effect of the patch field effect on SE emission from 

differently doped semiconductor regions. It was suggested that due to generated external 

patch field, the resulting ionisation energy would then become lower for p-type material 

than n-type. This is discussed in the next section 
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Figure (3.9) Schematic representation of band-bending on (a) n-type (b) p-type 

semiconductors. Ec, Ev and EF are the energy levels of conduction band, valence band and 

Femi level respectively. EvAC is the energy of the vacuum level and W is the depletion 

region extension into the semiconductor from the surface. 
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Figure (3.10) Energy band diagrams for a thin region of low 0 material A surrounded by a 

higher 0 material B when (a) the materials are separated. 

(b) the materials are brought into contact. 



(3.6.3) Ionization Energy and Patch Fields Contrast 
One of the main models that have been developed to understand the SE dopant contrast 

phenomenon is based on the work of Howie, Castell and Sealy (2000), who related 

contrast to electron ionization energy and patch fields. In this model, the authors 

considered the observed contrast as corresponding to a clean semiconductor surface, 

possibly with some -layer of surface states. 

Due to the low occupation of the conduction band and surface states in semiconductors, 
'the most relevant value for SE emission is the energy difference between the nearly 
fully occupied states at the valence band edge and the vacuum level, which is called the 
ionization energy. However, the energy required for SE emission within the bulk of a 

crystal not only depends upon the ionization energy but also upon 
, 
other interior 

conditions and upon the conditions at the surface. 

At equilibrium, the Fermi levels are aligned, but the energy bands are bent across the 
depletion region and a built-in voltage (Vbi) results. The built-in voltage is determined 

by the acceptor and donor concentration relative to the intrinsic carrier density (Sze, 

1981) 

AND 
) 

Vbi 
ý-BT 

In (3.3) 
q 

(En 

, 

Sealy suggests that the effect of the built-in voltage on the dopant contrast is equivalent 
to the external patch field generated by the electrostatic dipole at the junction. Due to 

charge redistribution across the junction, Sealy has proved mathematically that an 

external patch field must exist outside the specimen generated by the electrostatic dipole 

at the junction. According to existence of this external field, SE from the p-side region 

require an energy Ep to be collected, whereas for a SE to be collected from the n-side 

requires an energy of E,, +AE,,. 

An electron from the n-side requires more energy for emission than electron from the p- 

side by (1/2Vbi) to surmount the barrier (Sealy, 2000). Figure (3.11) presents a 

schematic of the band structure of a p-n junction and it shows effects of the interior 
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Figure (3.11) Schematic representation of the band structure of a p-n junction. For SE 

emission from p-type to EvAc an amount of energy Ep is required, compared to E. +AE., 

for n-type. This variation in energy gives rise to the SE contrast (Sealy et a], 2000). 



structure and the external conditions on the required energy of SE emission within the 

junction. 

According to Sealy's theoretical model (2000) for the case of a p-n junction, the energy 

required to take an electron from the valence band to the vacuum level is independent of 

the dopant concentration and unaffected by band bending at the surface. In addition, the 

contrast mechanism exhibited in the SE imaging between differently doped regions 

arises from the difference in energy required for electron emission from these regions 

and they suggested to call it ionisation energy contrast. It was also reported by the same 

authors that contribution of band bending due to surface states is less dominant 

compared to band bending due to effect of the built in potential of the junction. 

Furthermore, band bending induced by surface states decreases the contrast, because 

surface states tend to pin the Fermi level towards the centre of the energy gap, and as a 

consequence, this effect reduces the difference in ionization energy between p- and n- 
type doped areas. 

Elliott (2002) has carried out experiments to study the effect of built in potential on the 

contrast by examining the contrast at different temperatures and after surface H- 

passivation treatment. Also she studied the contrast at a Si p-n junction, as the junction 

was forward and reverse biased. 

Mullerova et al (2002), reported the drawback of this model in detail. We can 

summarise the weak points as follows: 

1- In the basic low density of the surface states, the SE emission is considered solely 
from the valence band, and the contributions of the conduction band are neglected. 
2- The energy required to move an electron from the top of the valence band to the 

vacuum side of the surface double layer is assumed to be independent of dopant 

concentration; i. e. the patch fields act between regions of different densities of the 

surface dipoles. 

3-Tbe Authors of this model expected that a small p-type region surrounded by n-type 

should lose its contrast, though without presenting any experimental evidence. Further, 

this model is unable to explain the n/n contrast and p/n' contrast. 
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(3.6.4) Metal-Semiconductor (M-S) Contact 
Although the above studies acknowledging that there is likely to be a thin surface film 

of contaminants of unknown composition and thickness formed during sample 
inspection in the SEM, they did not take into account the effect of this film on the SE 

mission when interpreting the obtained results. M-S contact model takes into account 

the influence of the surface layer on the obtained contrast. This model related the 

observed contrast to the existence of a thin surface layer of hydrocarbons of a thickness 

dependent on the specimen preparation and the vacuum environment in the microscope 

used. 

When the electron beam strikes the specimen surface, the hydrocarbons quickly crack to 

form a carbonaceous layer which has quasi-metal properties. This layer was suggested, 

and using Auger electron spectroscopy for surface analysis, confirmed experimentally 
by EI-Gomati and Wells to be graphitic. This layer can be several nanometers thick. 

Thus, the observed contrast can be interpreted as governed. by a metal-semiconductor 
junction. The specimens used to confirm this model consisted of p+(B) doped patterns 

on n-type silicon and ri+(As) on n-type silicon. Since the carbon work function Om is 

about 5.1 eV, somewhat higher than that for Si (0s -4.9eV), i. e. Om > Os, and for n-type it 

is known, a double layer charge will be formed on the surface where Schottky contact is 

formed on the n-type, thus lowering SE emission. On the other hand, an Ohmic contact 

is formed on the pý-type and so the electrons will pass with lower resistance. Figure 

(3.12) is a schematic of the band structure of a metal- semiconductor contact in the case 

of ým > ýs for both p-type and n-type. 

In case of p' and n' doped regions, Ohmic contacts will therefore form, but with 
different degeneracy. Related to the differences of the Fermi level positions, the 

secondary electron emission will be different in these two cases with the n' region being 

generally higher than the p' region. Experiments related to this model demonstrated that 

the SE contrast from the n' -type is brighter than that from the n-type regions, and also 

indicated that the obtained contrast follows the pattern C,, > Cp> Q, (El-Gomati et al, 
2001). 
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Figure (3.12) The energy band diagram of metal to semiconductor contact depicting the 

case for a metal work function greater than that of the semiconductor. This results in (a) 

an Ohmic contact on the p-typc region and (b) a Schottky contact on the n-typc region 
(El-Gomati et a], 2001). 



In short, this model assumes the surface structure will affect the SE emission from the 

specimen and that it should be taken into account. It also shows the power of combining 

AES and SEM to analyse the surface structure to study doping contrast but in the long 

run. Tberefore, it has to rely on the SEM alone. 

Moreover, this model predicts that when differently doped materials for example, p' and 

n silicon are coated with metals of work functions both higher and lower than that of 

silicon, both signs of p/n contrast can be obtained and the structure contrast will be 

inverted. This prediction has been confirmed by means of nickel and chromium over- 
layers, where the contrasted from the same doped Si was inverted (El-Gomati et al, 
2001). 

0 (3.6.5) Further Comments on the SE Dopant Contrast Mechanism 
An additional suggestion about the origin of the SE dopant contrast has been made by 

Frank et al (2006). As mentioned previously, the possible contrast influencing factors 

include the release of signal electrons, their motion in the subsurface or above surface 

electric fields and and their passage through the surface potential barrier (Frank et al, 
2006). And one additional factor has not been mentioned is that the absorption of hot 

electrons on their way* to the surface. An attempt has been made to explain the p/n 

contrast in the light of this factor. Photoemission electron microscopy has been used to 

generate low energy electron emission in this case, whereby, photon absorption is a 

more straightforward mechanism for generating low-energy electron emission rather 

than the scattering of primary electrons. It is suggested (Frank et al, 2006) that the p/n 

contrast isýprimarily related to local differences in the absorption of hot electrons along 

their trajectory toward the surface by generating e-h pairs. Below a certain energy 

threshold, such inelastic collision prevents both the scattered and the excited electrons 
from escaping the target and leaves time for their recombination with holes inherent to 

the p-type, so that the ionized acceptors become unbalanced and the p-type area is 

negatively charged. This explanation is expected to be valid in the interpretation of 
image contrasts formed by secondary electrons. However, the application of this 

mechanism for reliable quantitative mapping remains a task for further research. 
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(3.7) Summary 
The scanning electron microscope is a natural choice for imaging doped semiconductor 

structures since mid 1990s if operated at low voltages after the significant advanced 
development in its capability for the study of material structure. LVSEM is witnessing 
intensive activity in obtaining high spatial resolution and signal electron detection. The 

LVSEM using the SE signal is sensitive to the doping concentration levels and type and 
the authors generally agreed that the p-type semiconductor is brighter than the n-type 

semiconductor. Due to the growing use of SE imaging in the SEM to map doped 

semiconductors, various descriptions have been developed to explain this phenomenon. 
However, the exact interpretation of the SE dopant contrast remains questionable, in 

particular as regards the measurement of the dopant concentration. 
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Chapter 4: Experimental Set Up 
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(4.1) Introduction 
Most of the experiments reported in this thesis were performed on a Vega SEM. 

However an FESEM was used for the results reported in chapter 6; to study electron 
dose effect and scanning speed effect on SE dopant contrast. In addition, some results 

were obtained from the Vega SEM after converting it to the Scanning Low Energy 

Electron Microscopy (SLEEM). This is a short chapter explaining the differences 

between the SEMs used, which might be relevant to doping contrast. As a large number 

of Si samples were examined throughout this thesis, this chapter also describes the 

structures of these samples. Due to the large range of surface analysis instruments that 
have been used throughout this dissertation such as XPS and KPM, this chapter also 
describes some specific details of XPS and the processing methods (operating 

conditions) that have been adopted for the analysis of sample surface layers, in addition 

to the main features of these instruments. 

(4.2) Equipment used in this Thesis 

(4.2.1) SEM and FESEM 
Two SEMs were used in this thesis, Vega SEM and Serion FESEM. There are major 
differences between these SEMs that influenced the magnitude of the dopant contrast 

measured by each of them; the vacuum level of the microscope specimen chamber, the 

electron gun and the SE detection system. 

The Vega SEM has a thermionic emission gun of a heated tungsten filament type. The 

chamber is pumped with a turbomolecular pump to approximately 4x 10-3 Pa (_ 10-7 Toff 

4X 10-5 rnbar). In the thennionic emission gun, electrons overcome the work function 

by thermionic excitation then accelerated toward the anode. 

The Serion has a thermally assisted Schottky emitter. The vacuum in the chamber is 

-10' Pa, while the vacuum in the column is a UHV. Since the tip of such emitter must 
be kept under UHV so that ion bombardment from the residual gas does not destroy it 

(Reimer, 1998). Therefore, the column is pumped down to 1.7x 10-10 Torr better than 10-6 

Pa. In an electron gun, electrons emitted from the tip are accelerated between the 

cathode and anode. FEGs require two anodes the first regulates the field strength at the 

tip and hence emission current. The second anode accelerates the electrons to the final 
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kinetic energy which can range from 0.1 keV to 30 keV. 

The Schottky emitter has a tip radius (0.1- 1.0 gm). This tip is made of W (100) and 

coated with ZrO to lower 0 from 4.5 to 2.8 eV. This reduction allows electrons to 

overcome the 0 at a temperature of 1800K. Schottky emitter operates on the principle 

that an applied high field (-106 V/cm) at the cathode further decreases the work 
function to - 0.4 eV (Reimer, 1998). However, Schottky emitters require thermal 

energy to enable electrons of overcoming the barrier. To avoid destroying the tip, 

similar to cold FEGs, Schottky ernitters must be kept under an UHV. 

The advantages of the FEG emitters come from their small energy spread AE (full-width 

half maximum) of the emitted electrons and the gun brightness (0) which is defined as 

the current (AI) passing through an area (AS) into a solid angle (&2) (Remier, 1998). In 

Schottky emitters these are 0.6 eV and 5-10 X 108 Am -2 , respectively (El-Gomati, private 

communication). Small energy spread is desirable to reduce chromatic aberrations at the 

cross over in the lens, and a large gun brightness to increase the electron beam current at 
the specimen (Goldstein et al, 1981). Another advantage of FEG is the high gun 
brightness even at low accelerating voltages compared with low brightness of 
thermionic emitters. 

Furthermore, the small energy spread of FEG emitters, results in a smaller diameter of 

the virtual source (3-15nm) which needs only one dernagnifying lens to attain electron 

probe diameters below 1.0.1m (Remier, 1998). Some properties of tungsten thermionic 

emitter, Schottky emitter and FEG are surnmarised in table (4.3) 

Both the Vega SEM and Serion FESEM can be operated at low voltages which made it 

suitable for the work carried out here. 

Both Vega SEM and Serion FESEM are equipped with a standard in chamber E-T 

detector. Ile Serion FESEM is also equipped with a through-the-lens detector. In this 

work, the Vega SEM was also operated in the SLEEM mode by converting it to the 

cathode lens mode by placing a cathode lens below the final objective lens. The 

complete conversion has been shown in section (3.4.2). This way allowed scanning low 

energy electron imaging down to energies approaching sub- 10 eV. To detect electrons 
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'Ibermionic Schottky FEG 

(Vega) (Serion) 

Material W (100) W(100) coated W(I 11) or 

with ZrO W(loo) 

Tip radius (pm) 10-200 0.3 0.1-0.5 

AE (eV) 1-3 0.6 0.3 

(ACM-2Sf-l) 10-5 loll loll-109 

Diameter of 25-100 0.015-0.020 0.003-0.015 

Virtual source 
(Rm) 

Operating 2700 1750-1850 300 

temperature (K) 

Table (43) Comparison of some properties of a tungsten thermionic emitter, a 
Schottky emitter and a FEG. 
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in SLEEM mode, a YAG scintillator detector is situated above the specimen in the field 

of the cathode lens. 

Most of the work described in this thesis was carried out in high vacuum conditions 
(..: CIO-3 Pa). However, in order to overcome contamination problems during metal 
deposition on a clean semiconductor surfaces, using UHV system is necessary. 

In order to analyse the surface structure of some samples, XPS spectrum were also 

measured for some samples. XPS have been obtained in the Chemistry department, at 

the University of York by Dr C. Wilson. 

(4.2.2) X- ray Photoelectron SPectroscopy (XPS) 
The principle of XPS has been mentioned in chapter 2, before looking at the results of 

applying XPS to study surface structure of some doped Si regions, it is useful to 

consider briefly the basic concepts of XPS which define some parameters of the 

technique. The sample is kept in vacuum, is irradiated by x-ray photons. The radiation is 

obtained from x-ray tube, UV discharge lamp or a synchrotron source. The photon 

energy E= hv can be absorbed by an electron in an atom of the sample. If the photon is 

of sufficient energy for ionization, it will release an electron with kinetic energy Ek 

(figure 2.7b). If the ejected electron did not suffer any further inelastic collision, the 
kinetic energy will be conserved by the electron until it leaves the sample. Then the 

electron kinetic energy can be measured to a high precision by an electrostatic analyser. 
The electron kinetic energy can be extracted according to Einstein conservation law 

EK = hv - 
EbF - (D Spectrometer (4.2) 

WhereE F is the photoelectron binding energy in the solid. b 

Ospecm. ete,, is the work function of the spectrometer (known constant for the system). 

The number of photoelect. rons detected at a given energy is counted and displayed 

versus the electron binding energy (or electron kinetic energy). As a result XPS 

spectrum shows some sharp and intense peaks. Hence the ejected photoelectrons from 

the atom have different kinetic energies according to their electronic level and the type 

of the atom. they come from, photoelectron spectra allow an elemental analysis of the 
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target (Grasserbauer et al, 1991). This technique is hampered by its high surface 

sensitivity; therefore it has been incorporated in this research to estimate the 

composition and thickness of the surface layer. The diagram below shows a real XPS 

spectrum obtained from a Pd metal sample using Mg Ka radiation. 

Signal 
(Cps; ) 

3d 

3p 

3s 

1000 000 600 400 200 0 
BE (0) 

Figure (4.4) Real XPS spectrum obtained from a Pd metal sample using Mg Ka 

radiation, showing emission from levels 3s, 3p and 3d. It is also showing an Auger peak 

arising from X-ray induced Auger emission. 
(http: //www. jhu. edu/-chenVfairbr/surfacelab/Xps. html). 
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The XPS instrument used in this work is a Kratos Analytical XSAM 800. The XPS 
-4 vacuum system is pumped down to obtain a base pressure of the order of 10 Pa. The x- 

ray radiation is obtained from an x-ray tube with magnesium anode which gives lines at 
1254 eV. This energy is sufficient for ionization of core levels in many elements. 

Angular resolved XP measurements were performed using a 120 Am diameter analyser 

aperture, analyser pass energy of 20 eV and an X-ray power of 144 W. An estimation of 

the surface layer thickness of carbon and oxide was determined from analysis of the 

angular-dependent intensity variation of both the oxide and elemental Si components. 

(4.2.3) Kelvin Probe Microscope 

(4.2.3.1) Principle of Operation 

Ile Kelvin probe Microscope is one of the oldest techniques for determining relative 

changes in work functions by measuring the work function difference between two 

materials forming the two sides of a parallel plate capacitor. Kelvin probe is extremely 

sensitive to changes in contact potential difference (cpd) between a reference material 

and a sample to less than 0.001 V. The changes in contact potential difference can be 

wholly ascribed to changes occurring at the sample surface and can be expressed in 

different ways: contact potential, Fermi-level, work function, surface potential, surface 

dipole, etc (Kronik and Shapira, 1999). 

Prior to connection the metals are electrically neutral, no macroscopic electric,,,. I fields 

arise, and the two metals share the same local vacuum level. A schematic band diagram 

of two metals in such an arrangement is shown in figure (4.5-a). Upon short-circuiting 

the metals, i. e. bringing them into contact, charge must flow from the metal with 

smaller work function to the metal with larger work function until equilibration of the 

Fermi levels is achieved (Figure (4.5-b)). As in any parallel plate capacitor, this charge 

transfer results in an electric field in the gap between the two plates and a drop in the 

local vacuum level across this gap. This potential energy drop is equal to the difference 

in the work functions of the two metals. The corresponding potential drop is usually 
known as the contact potential difference (CPD). 

In order to determine the CPD, it was suggested that the CPD may be measured directly 

by applying an external dc bias, equal and opposite to the CPD. As shown in figure (4. 
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5-c), the Fermi levels on both metals differ by VcpD, just as in the isolated case (figure 

(4.5-a)). No charge exchange between the metals need take place and the capacitor is 

discharged. Tberefore, the applied bias which discharges the capacitor is measuring the 

CPD of the structure in question. 

If the spacing between the two plates is varied while the plates remain connected under 
bias, the resulting capacitance change should induce a change in the capacitor charge 

and hence a current in the external circuit. This current can be zero if and only if the 

capacitor is discharged. Thus, the CPD may be easily measured by determining the 

external bias for which no external currents are observed upon changing the spacing 
between the plates. 

In Lord Kelvin's original experiments, moving the capacitor and measuring the resulting 

charge exchange with an electrometer required several minutes for a single CPD 

determination. Few years later, the vibrating capacitor Kelvin probe technique was 
introduced, in which the capacitor is vibrated periodically so that a steady state ac 

current develops in the capacitor. This current is easily monitored continuously. Thus, 

the dc bias is adjusted until the ac current is vanished. This approach increases the 

measurement sensitivity drastically since the measured ac voltage may be considerably 

amplified. Moreover, the measurement time is reduced from several minutes to several 

seconds. As a result, it has become the standard setup. 

(4.2.3.2) Scanning Kelvin Probes 

In this mode the probe is scanned across the sample, and it maps lateral variation of the 
CPD, hence local surface potential may be obtained. With advanced designs, probe 

resolutions of several microns on both axes have been achieved with a voltage 

resolution of several tens of mV by incorporating a flattened tip to several gm (MaEckel 

et al, 1993). The probe is actively maintained at a distance of about 50 nm from the 

surface. The distance control makes it possible to use the microprobe for topographic 

mapping as well. A higher resolution was reported by Nabhan et al (1997) who claimed 

a record lateral resolution of -100 nm and a voltage resolution of several mV. 

The successful use of a scanning Kelvin probe requires very careful attention since it is 
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Figure (4.5) Schematic band diagram of a parallel plate capacitor formed from two different 

metals, with the two plates: (a) isolated, (b) short-circuited, (c) connected through a DC bias 

equal and opposite to the contact potential difference (Kronik and Shapira, 1999). 
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Figure (4.6) Schematic band. diagram of a parallel plate capacitor formed from a metal and a 
semiconductor, with the two plates: (a) isolated, (b) short-circuited, (c) connected through a DC 

bias such that the capacitor is discharged (Kronik and Shapira, 1999). 



particularly prone to many of the difficulties of Kelvin probe operation explained above. 
For more details about difficulties in running KPM, the reader is referred to some of the 

excellent available literature on KPM by Kronik and Shapira (1999). 

(4.23.3) How Does the Scanning Kelvin Method Work? 

The plates are electrically connected via an external "backing" potential. When this 

potential is zero, a contact potential difference, VcpD , exists between the plates due to 

the difference in the work functions (ý) of the inner plates surfaces. By definition, 

VCPD = Ao (4.3) 

where e is the electronic *charge. Setting the external potential to create a potential 
difference between the plates induces a charge on the surfaces of the plates proportional 

to the capacitance of the plates. Because one plate is being oscillated relative to the 

other, the value of the capacitance is also a function of time. The KP signal is the 

current that flows between the plates as charge moves from one plate to the other due to 

motion of the probe. 

At the point where the'extemal potential ý-- -VCPD, the circuit is balanced, meaning the 

electric field between the plates vanishes, and the induced charge is zero so the current 

vanishes. This is the balance and at this point CPD is equal to the applied backing 

potential. Furthermore, if changes in the balance condition have been detected, 

adsorption effects on the work function can be monitored. 

KPM system is used to map the distribution of potentials on a surface. Using KPM, the 

contact potential barrier between a metal and a semiconductor is usually evaluated by 

calculating local potential difference between the metal and the semiconductor. 
Therefore, the contact potential measured by KPM is the difference of the surface 

potentials on the metallic film and semiconductor substrate with respect to the reference 

electrode. The contact potential calculated in this way is expected not to be affected by 

surface effects such as the adsorption on the metallic film. 

The reported potential barrier measurements (section 7.5) were taken by KP 

Technology, Edinburgh, UK. The system used is SKP 5050 system. This system uses 
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sharp tips of approximately 50 and 30 gm and is able to scan 1-2 mm. on the sample 

surface without any problems. Spatial resolution with the Kelvin method is 

approximately the tip size. 

(4.3) Materials 
Three Si samples used for the experiments in this dissertation, referred to as; ISI, SRL 

and Durham samples. In all of these samples dopants were introduced to n-type Si 

substrate by diffusion. The ISI samples were provided by the Institute of Scientific 

Instruments (ISI, Brno Check Republic) and consist of n-type Si phosphor doped to a 
level - IX1015 cm-3. They were patterned with p4ý- doped (1019 cm73 Boron doped) and 

the depth of the doping was about 5 pm. 

The SRL sample used was kindly supplied by Shimadzu Research Laboratory Ltd (UK) 

and consists of n-type Si (-1015 cm7 3) doped with As to 2.5x 102OCm-3 forming n+ regions 

to depth of 0.25 jim and Boron to a level of 8xlO19 Cnf3 forming p' regions to depth of 

0.3 gm. 

Finally, the Durham Si sample were kindly prepared by the Engineering Department at 
Durham University. Sample was made in the form of Boron-diffused patterns at a 

temperature of -1000 K into a phosphor-doped n-type silicon (111) substrate. The 

doping concentration of the n-type substrate is about 1018CM-3, while the p+ areas had a 

carrier concentration of -1019cm73 and the depth of the doping was about 3 gm. 
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Chapter 5: Effect of Beam Energy on SE Dopant Contrast 
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(5.1) Introduction 
In order to achieve a quantitative procedure towards full understanding of the dopant 

contrast mechanism, it is crucial to have a comprehensive knowledge of the set of key 

experimental parameters that affect the observed contrast in the SEM. If such a model 

can be developed then the SEM technique can be accepted by the SIA. Hence, 

semiconductor industry users will start looking for practical guidelines in using the 
SEM as a dopant profiling method. Previous studies (Perovic 1995, Venables 1997, 

Sealy 2000, Elliot 2001, El-Gomad 2001, Jayakody 2003, Kazernian 2003) have shown 

that the dopant contrast observed in a SEM is dependent on a number of parameters. 
The parameters that have been studied can be divided into three groups as follows: 

I-Material type, which includes semiconductor type, band gap, doping type and 

concentration level. 

2-Specimen surface conditions, some of which depend on specimen preparation, such as 

the presence of surface contaminants and oxides and the vacuum quality in the SEM 

which may result in metal-semiconductor contacts. 
3-Microscope operating parameters, such as accelerating voltage, electron dose, 

exposure time, detector type, working distance and SEM resolution. 

The aim of this chapter is to further investigate electron beam energy effect on SE 

dopant contrast in order to provide proper understanding of the SE contrast mechanism. 
The influence of beam energy on the measured SE dopant contrast values of different Si 

structures is studied. In spite of the difficulty in preparing semiconductor suriace for 

controlled adsorption studies, the effect of beam energy on SE dopant contrast has been 

studied for a Si surface with an existing thin layer of adsorbed oxide onto the surface. In 

addition, a new model has been developed to identify oxide effect on SE dopant 

contrast. 

In this chapter, most of thd presented work on SE imaging of Si has been performed 

with a Tescan Vega SEM (a commercial microscope). The specimen chamber pressure 

of this microscope is - 4xlO-3 Pa. Therefore at such a pressure, an induced hydrocarbon 

layer must exist. This microscope is equipped with a thermionic emission filament. Due 

to the difficulty in operating thermionic electron guns at low voltages, it was converted 
into the SLEEM mode by inserting a cathode lens detector. As mentioned before, this 

configuration allows one to reduce the beam voltages down to very low values without 
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sacrificing the gun brightness or the resolution significantly. In addition to the Tescan 

Vega SEM, a Serion FESEM has been used to investigate electron beam energy effect 

on the contrast. 

The experiments were performed on differently doped p', n+ and n Si structures with 

accurate in-situ measurements of the incident electron beam current in the Vega SEM. It 

is found that sample charging or contamination substantially affects the contrast. Effect 

of microscope accelerating voltage combined with sample surface contaminations will 
be discussed in detail in this chapter using different SE detectors. In order to inspect the 

surface condition and quantify its contribution to the obtained contrast, XPS has been 

utilised to analyse the surface structure after imaging (section 5.4). The proposed SE 

contrast mechanism at different beam energies is introduced (section 5.6). 

(5.2) Sample Preparation for SE Imaging 
Semiconductor samples that are transported in air, or those that have their surfaces 

treated -outside the vacuum system, normally end up with several monolayers of foreign 

atoms residing on the surface; e. g 0, C and H. Since the SE contrast can be affected by 

the oxide layer as it can charge up during electron beam bombardment, hence the oxide 
layer must be removed to eliminate the charging effects during inspection. Moreover, 

when imaging is performed at low voltages, the SE signal becomes very surface 

sensitive. Therefore, it is crucial to clean the semiconductor surface before loading it for 

inspection. 

Sample preparation for SEM inspection involves either cleaving in air or wet chemical 

etching. A Si sample cleaved in air is expected to build a thin layer of native oxide 
(Si02) on the surface within a relatively short time. A widely used method to remove 
the Si native oxide layer is chemically etching the sample surface in a dilute Hydro 

Fluoric acid (Efl. This etching will remove the surface oxide without etching the 

underneath Si. In addition, the HF passivates the surface dangling bond with Hydrogen 

and hence prevents more oxide growth (Burrows et al, 1988). However, more recent 

studies have shown that it is possible to grow a native oxide on HF treated Si surfaces at 

room temperature due to handling the sample in air (Morita et al, 1990, Angermann et 

al, 1994) 

All the used samples in this study feature dopants diffused into Si. Each sample was 
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ultrasonically cleaned with high purity Isopropanol Alcohol (EPA) to remove any small 

particles that may exist on the surface. These were then etched in HF: H20 ý1: 5 to 

remove any naturally grown oxide. Following IPA cleaning and etching, the samples 

were transferred into the SEM and vacuum chamber pumped down. 

(53) Beam Energy Effect on SE Dopant Contrast 

The specimen used in this work is ISI SO 11) sample. The depth of the patterned doped 

regions was about 5 pm. This depth is quite sufficient to confine the electron 

penetration to be within the doped region during plan-view observation even with 10 

keV electrons. 

Firstly, the cleaned specimen was examined in the Vega SEM. Signs of the p+/n contrast 

were clearly observed in the range 500 eV to 5 keV of the incident electron beam 

energy. Throughout the work presented in this thesis an identical method was followed 

to evaluate contrast magnitude. In each case, the SE signal from the specimen was 

measured in the form of multiple line-scans where the data were collected and averaged 

under computer control. Then the dopant contrast was determined according to relation 
(2.5). 

Figure (5.1) shows a series of SE images of similarly etched samples at different beam 

energies. As can be seen, the p' areas appear brighter relative to the n-type Si substrate 
in the range 500 eV up to 2 keV and then the contrast reduces around 2 keV. However, 

for higher beam energies the contrast is inverted. In the range of energy 2.5 keV and 

upward, pý regions appear darker than n-type regions. 

The maximised contrast at low accelerating voltages can not be related to an increase in 

BSE yield because this leads to an increase in the SE intensity from the two layers by 

the same factor and consequently it does not lead to increase in the contrast. 

Initial analyses of results indicate that samples that show such behaviour may have a 

residual layer of very thin oxide on their surface. In order to ascertain this belief, the 

sample was then further etched with 10: 100 HF: H20 solution in order to remove the 

native oxide layer completely from the surface. It was then transferred back into the 

Vega SEM. 
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Figure (5.1) SE images of ISI sample collected from E-T detector at dif , ferent beam 

energies. 



Figure (5.2) shows SE images of ISI sample at different accelerating voltages after 

removing the thin surface oxide layer. As can be seen from this series, the p' areas 

appear brighter relative to the n background. However for higher beam energies, the 

observed contrast is low. This result confirms that the contrast between differently 

doped regions is not carried out by BSEs and the effect of very thin oxide layer on SE 

contrast is ascertained whereby the contrast reversal as a function of incident beam 

energy disappears after removing this layer. 

A comparison between the calculated contrast levels before and after extra etching as 

shown in figure (5.3), show that the maximum contrast level is shifted to lower beam 

energy in existing an oxide layer at -700 eV. In addition, the maximum contrast level is 

enhanced before extra etching (or reduced after extra etching). This observation can be 

explained by the fact that the produced SEs have been generated within different surface 

structures. Whereby before extra etching, there is almost a thin layer of oxide above Si 

surface. Therefore, at low beam energy SEs are generated within the oxide layer. Since 

SEs generated within oxide layer have higher escape depth than those generated within 
Si. As a result, higher SE emission and then higher contrast level are obtained from the 

sample before extra etching. 

Another fresh ISI sample was cleaned ultrasonically in IPA then dipped in HF solution 

before inspecting in the Vega SEM, SE images collected of this sample show inversion 

of contrast obtained at relatively high beam energy > 1500 eV ( Le similar to figure 5.1). 

The sample was then left in a drawer in the clean room environment for few months, 

and then inspected in the Vega SEM. The obtained SE images in this case show only an 
inverted contrast for a wide range of beam energy (1-10keV) as shown in figure (5.4). 

In order to study the beam energy dependence more quantitatively, another sample 
(SRL type) that contains p' and n+ doped areas was used to image in the Vega SEM 

converted to operate in the SLEEM mode. The substrate was n-type silicon doped with 

a phosphorous. Following the HF cleaning the sample was transferred into the Vega 

SEM and the sample chamber pumped down to a base pressure of 4x1 0-3 Pa before 

imaging was performed. Imaged areas were selected whereby p+ and n+ contrasts could 

be obtained relative to the n-type area. The cathode lens aperture was - 300 [tm. 
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Figure (5.2) SE images of ISI doped Si sample after extra etching collected at energies 

indicated, showing low contrast level at high beam energies. 
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Figure (5.3) The contrast of pý doped regions relative to the n areas at different beam energies 

with and without a surface oxide layer. The contrast was calculated for the series of images 

collected at different beam energies according to the formula (2.5). 
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Figure (5.4) SE images show inverted contrast at different beam energies, after being lell 

in the clean room environment for few months. 



Therefore, due to the limited field of view, only a small area of the specimen was 
imaged. 

The primary beam energy of the microscope was set at 10 keV, and then the landing 

energy of the beam was reduced by increasing the sample bias voltage using a stable 
high voltage power supply unit. When the sample bias voltage is changed, image 

refocusing and astigmatism correction were needed. Changing of the contrast 

parameters would affect the contrast dependence on the beam voltage and hence 

complicate the attempt to quantify the contrast. However, this effect can not be 

eliminated. Images were acquired digitally and collected as 512x384 pixel images with 
256 grey level intensities. These images allow calculating average pixel brightness from 

differently doped regions, and hence allow accurate quantification of the SE contrast. 

As shown in figure (5.5) and figure (5.6), the contrast starts to appear from both p' and 

n+ areas relative to the n-type areas for beam energy <10 keV. SE images indicate that 

at low and very low beam energy, both n+ and p+ regions appear brighter than the n-type 

areas. Moreover, the observed contrast p/n is higher than the contrast n+/n. Further 

increase of the beam energy causes an inverted contrast whereby n+ and p+ regions 

appear darker than n-type areas. Tbus a contrast reversal can be observed from both p+- 

and n'-type areas relative to the n-type areas at high energies >1.5 keV. The calculated 

contrast values are shown in figure (5.6). This figure shows that the inverted contrast of 

n'/n structure is obtained at slightly higher beam energy than the required energy to 

obtain inverted contrast of p/n. 

Similar observations have been made using the E-T of the Vega SEM as shown in 

figure (5.7). This rules out any effects due to angular emission as seen by Schonjahn et 

al (2003). This result confirmed Jayakody's result. However, Jayakody (2003) did not 

report a contrast reversal from p' relative to n-type areas. In addition, the inverted 

contrast in Jayakody's experiment was obtained after treating the sample with HF and 
NH3F prior to imaging. In all cases, polycrystalline Silicon (poly-Si) areas appear 
brighter due to charging caused by a thin oxide layer underneath the poly-Si layer. The 

appearance of brighter p' and n' areas at very low energies was also observed under 
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Figure (5.5) Series of images collected at high, low and very low energies in the 

SLEEM mode. 
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Figure (5.6) Contrast as a finiction of beam energy obtained from SRL sample collected in the 

SLEEM mode. Obviously inverted contrast of n+/n structure is obtained at slightly higher beam 

energy than the required energy to obtain inverted contrast of FOn. 
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Figure (5.7) Showing usual contrast using E-T detector, in Vega SEM at 800 eV then in 

inverted contrast at 2500 eV. 



UHV conditions with the single lens electrostatic column (El-Gomati, 2001). However, 

the observed contrast level was lower than that in this study. In addition, it was not clear 

whether the sample surface has been cleaned in situ before inspection or not. 

The appearance of brighter p+ and n-type regions relative to the n-type areas is 

expected at low energies and can be explained using the m-s contact model. According 

to this model, since p+ and n' are degenerate, therefore the metal to semiconductor 

contact will be Ohmic, but with different degeneracy. On the other hand, a Schottky 

contact will be formed between n-type Si and C adlayer. Therefore, the energy required 
for SE emission from an n-type area is higher than that required to release SEs from 

both pý and n+ doped regions. 

Although until this, stage there is no explanation to understand the inverted contrast at 
high beam energy (>2keV), the fact that the contrast alteration is dependent on the 

electron beam energy suggests that this is a function of the beam interaction volume and 

on the surface contamination layers that exist on the surface. 

In order to test whether the inverted contrast can be obtained in higher resolution SEM, 

SRL sample has been inspected in Serion FESEM to study beam energy effect on SE 

dopant contrast. Collected SE images using both In-lens detector (TLD) and E-T 

detector show that an inverted contrast is observed at relatively high beam energy (> 2 

keV). SE images collected in Serion FESEM using TLD are shown in figure (5.8j. 

SE images shown in figure (5.9) indicate that at very low beam energies (800eV) p' and 
n' doped regions appear brighter than the ii-substrate. Increasing beam energy causes a 

contrast reversal that can be observed from p' areas relative to the n areas at -1.2 keV. 

However, the n' areas and n areas do not show clear contrast at this'bearn energy. 
Moreover, increasing beam energy causes n' to appear darker than the n areas at - 
2keV. This means n/n contrast is inverted at higher beam energy compared with p/n 
by an energy shift :5 800 eV. The variation of the SE image due to increasing the 

accelerating voltage can be explained due to the increase of the interaction volume 

combined with internal fields within the surface structure or due to rise of electron-hole 
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Figure (5.8) SE images collected using In-lens detector in Serion FESEM, at 0.6 keV and 

2 keV accelerating voltage respectively, an inverted contrast is shown at 2 keV. 
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Figure (5.9) Series of SE images collected in Serion FESEM using E-T detector, showing an 

energy shift of the lower beam energy required to obtain an inverted contrast of n'/n and p'/n 

structures. 



pairs generated. However, SE images collected of ISI sample after long etching in HF 

predicts that presence of an oxide layer on the surface causes the inverted contrast. 

The reversal of SE contrast produced due to increase of the accelerating voltage was 

noticed by Ogura et al (1990) in comparing SE and BSE images of GaAs /AlAs super 
lattice structure. However, they considered the SE images may not correspond to the 

real structure in spite of the appearance of the topographic contrast. Hence, no 

explanation was given to the inverted SE dopant contrast. 

It is possible that the contrast reversal of Pý and n+ at high beam energies (>2 keV) can 

be explained due to the existence of a thin layer of oxide sandwiched between the 

semiconductor and the carbon adlayer i. e. (MOS). This is an important observation that 

needs surface investigation of doped semiconductors in order to obtain further 

information to aid our understanding of the contrast mechanism. XPS is a widely used 

surface examination technique and has been utilised in this study to provide very 

surface sensitive information of doped Si surface structure. The next section will present 

results from XPS studies of SRL sample surface. 

(5.4) Estimation of the Surface Layer by XPS 
The suspicion that samples showing contrast reversal may have a residual layer of 

natural oxide has led to the use of XPS to estimate the composition and thickness of the 

surface layer. Data was collected from the sample using a magnesium x-ray source with 

characteristic energy of 1253.6 eV and a total spectrum acquisition time of about 0.2 

sec. Figure (5.10) shows the photoelectron spectra from this sample. The spectrum 

shows the existence of carbon and oxygen on the surface. The oxygen peak is higher 

than the carbon peak implying that it is thicker. These carbon molecules and oxygen 

adsorbates are adsorbed on the sample surface when the wafer was handled in air after 

cleaning, before being inserted into the UHV. 
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Figure (5.10) XPS spectra from pý doped region of SRL sample. 



In order to clarify formation of silicon oxide into the sample, spectra were recorded at 

normal and 60 degree emission using a 120 micron diameter analYser aperture, analyser 

pass energy of 20 eV and x-ray power of 144W. Wide scan spectra were recorded with 

analyser pass energy of 160eV. Quantification of spectra was performed following 

correction of peak areas for the atomic relative sensitivity factors of 0 Is (0.736), C Is 

(0.318), and Si 2p (0.371). All spectra were energy referenced with respect to the C (Is) 

at 285 eV. 

The photoelectron analyser rotation effect is illustrated in figure (5.11), which presents 

photoelectron spectra from the Si2p level for the oxidised sample. For two different 

collection angles, normal emission (0 =90) and grazing angle (0 =60). The relative 

intensities of the two Si2p signals -assigned to the silicon oxide and to the Si element 

are increased. At normal emission; it was possible to detect an oxide /element with a 

ratio of 1.5, a value that increases to 2.4 at the grazing collection angle. The angular 
dependent of the XPS allows the thickness of the oxide layer to be estimated by using 

the escape depth of Si 2p level and 0 2p level which their values are 1.9 nm and 1.45 

nm, respectively. The thickness of the surface layer is about 3 nm composed of about 3- 

4 mono-layers of oxide and 1-2 mono-layers of carbon. Angular analysis confirmed that 

the carbon is on top of the oxide. Thus, when this sample is inserted into the SEM 

environment a carbon deposition will increase the carbon thickness and ends with MOS 

structure. 

(5.5) Discussion 
SE imaging of p' and n' doped regions of Si with an existing thin layer of oxide 

sandwiched between the semiconductor and the carbon adlayer has shown new contrast 
behaviour. XPS examination of the surface has shown it to be covered with an oxide 
NOD layer of few monolayers in thickness and with a carbon film on the top. The 

thickness of the carbon adlayer depends on the SEM vacuum quality, as can be inferred 

from the brightness of scanned areas in SEMs. Although prior to imaging the Si surface 

was chemically cleaned with HF, during the exposure to air a native oxide layer has 

grown on the surface. The presence of native oxide on the surface of the semiconductor 

produces interface states whose nature aýd density depends only on the oxide- 

semiconductor combination (Tyagi, 1991). If this layer is very thin (ca. 0.5-2 nm), its 
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Figure (5.11) Photoelectron spectra of the Si 2p level for SRL sample covered with 2-3 

monolayers of oxide. At 60" collection angle, more intensity signal from the oxide is 

detected, the ratio between SiO, peak and Si peak at the different grazing angles are used to 

calculate the oxide layer thickness. 



presence would prevent intimate contact between the Si and the C layer (or any metal 
film), whereas, the oxide layer suppresses the tunneling of C electrons into the 

forbidden gap of Si. This is important since covalently bonded semiconductors, such as 

Si, have a low heat of reaction and tend to react readily with the metal to produce 

chemical defects in the interfacial region (Jayakody, 2003). Furthermore, such a thin 

oxide layer is assumed to be charge free (Tyagi, 1991). However, this study shows that 

if the oxide layer was - 2nm thick, then it can not be ignored. Therefore, the presence of 

oxide charges on doped Si regions may affect SE emission. 

Considering the above findings, it is possible to understand the reversal of SE contrast 

as a function of the electron beam energy in terms of variations of the penetration depth 

R of the incident electrons within the MOS structure. Therefore the SE emission within 

the MOS structure can be affected by the sub-intemal electric field caused by charge 

redistribution to form MOS structure. Apart from charge distribution within the MOS 

structure, oxide charges may influence SE emission as well. . 

(5.6) SE Contrast Mechanism in the Presence of an Oxide Layer 
The above explanation of MOS formation and the effect of the observed SE contrast can 
be demonstrated in energy band diagrams adopted from Sze (1985). Figure (5.12) 

depicts the energy band diagrams for p+, n+ and n doped Si forming MOS structure with 

metal of work function higher than that of Si such as in the case of carbon. 

Consider the case of a metal of work function 0. > Osi, and p+ doped Si, when these are 

brought into contact with the presence of an oxide layer on the surface, the Fermi level 

must be constant and the vacuum level must be continuous. To accommodate the work 
function difference, the semiconductor bands bend up as indicated in figure (5.12a). 

Thus, the metal is negatively charged and the semiconductor surface is positively 

charged and both charges are adjacent to the oxide layer. So, an electric field is created 

within the metal-oxide-semiconductor system (MOS diode). Since electrons are 
depleted at the semiconductor surface, very few electrons are present in the conduction 
band. Therefore, the source of SEs generated from p+ (at low and very low beam energy 

not far from thermal equilibrium) is considered as the electron energy level below the 

valence band. The energy required to release SEs from p+ is labelled as Ep'. 
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On the other hand, in the case of a metal of work function 0. > Osi, and n doped Si 

brought to form a MOS structure, the metal is positively charged and negative charge 

appears on the semiconductor side, causing bands to bend downwards. Since electrons 

are accumulated at the semiconductor surface, thus the created electric field is opposite 

to that in the previous case. In this case there are two sources of SEs, one source is from 

impurity states just above the valence band and the second source depends on doping 

concentration within the valence band, figure (5.12b). 

The n+ doped Si is similar to that of the n-type, whereas a negative charge accumulates 

on the Si side. However, the accumulated charges on n' doped Si surface and hence the 

created electric field on highly doped regions are higher than those on n-doped Si 

surface. Thus (at low and very low beam energy), the source of SEs is considered as the 

energy levels just above the conduction band and Fermi level, figure (5.12c). 

The figure (5.12) shows the different energies required to raise an electron from the 

densely populated band of the semiconductor to the vacuum level within the MOS 

formation. It shows contribution of both valence band and conduction band electrons in 

the SE signal. As can be seen, the energy required to release SEs from n-type Si is the 

highest. Furthermore, the energy required for SE emission from p' and n' is 

comparable. Tbus, the SE contrast from p'and n' areas will be higher than n areas. 

The previous energy band diagram works well at thermal equilibrium and during 

impinging the MOS structure with very low and low energy electron beam. However, 

applying high voltage electron beam is expected to cabse variations in the energy band 

bending. Increasing beam energy is-probably equivalent to biasing the metallic top layer 

with a negative voltage (V<O) caused by excess negative charge build up on the surface 

of the samples (Stewart, 1934). The negative potential of the surface can reach very 
high values up to the potential of the electron gun (Seiler, 1983). In the case of n and n' 
doped regions, since bands bend downward (Sze, 1985), thus applying a negative 

potential (estimated to be >1.0 kV) leads to the ideal flat band condition in n-type Si due 

to attracting holes to the Si-Oxide interface which recombine the accumulated negative 

charge gradually. While slightly higher voltage is required to get the flat band condition 
in n+ doped region to compensate the larger accumulated charges here. Increasing the 
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applied negative voltage to the metal layer would bend the bands near the 

semiconductor surface upward due to accumulation of holes near the oxide 

semiconductor interface. Therefore, the energy bands bend upward in n-type Si at beam 

energy - 1.2keV. As a result n appears brighter than p' at high beam energies (ý: 1.2keV), 

while n' doped Si requires slightly higher beam potential to bend energy bands upward. 
Thus, an inverted contrast of p' compared with n appears at slightly higher beam energy 
(ý: 2 keV). 

On the other hand, due to the enhanced positive charge that accumulated near the Si- 

Oxide interface in p' doped region, band bending upward would increase significantly 

with increasing beam energy. Figure (5.14) shows the energy band diagram of p', n' 

and n doped regions within the MOS structure at high beam energy (ý: 2 keV). 

In the explanation given above, the SE contrast has been related to the different energies 

required for SE emission of p', ri' and n doped areas due to the MOS structure 
formation. The SE source has been regarded as the valence band and conduction band 

electrons within the SE-escape-depth, XSE. The fact that SE dopant contrast depends on 
beam energy suggests that the particular contrast mechanism is dependent on the beam 

interaction volume. Therefore, it is possible to understand SE contrast behaviour due to 

increasing interaction volume as beam energy increases, taking into consideration oxide 

charges effect on SE emission. 

In addition to the created electric field caused by the oxide layer at thermal equilibrium 

as shown in figure (5.13), there are some oxide charges such as interface-trapped 

charges, the oxide trapped charges and fixed oxide charges that could affect SE 

emission and then the contrast level. The origin of the interface charge (Qit) is 

considered to be dangling bonds of Si atoms located at the interface between the oxide 
layer and the Si crystal surface (Sze, 1985). 

The oxide-trapped charges (QOt) are associated with defects in silicon dioxide; these 

charges can be created by high energy electron bombardment. The traps are distributed 

inside the oxide layer. The related process of these charges can be removed by low 

temperature annealing (Sze, 1985). 
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The fixed-oxide charge Qf) is located within the Si-Si02 interface, this charge is 

positive in p-type Si (Sze, 1985), and negative in n-type Si (Munakata et al, 2000). 

Moreover, on n-doped well, due to the strong electric field on the highly doped region, 
the negative charges may be driven out of the oxide layer by' the electric field 

(Munakata et al, 2000). Thus, this negative charge will accumulate above the metal 

positive charge. Charge distribution according to MOS structure, in addition to oxide 

charges that may affect SE emission charge distribution within the investigated sample 

can be presented as shown in figure (5.15). 

At very low PE, the penetration depth R is small, thus the interaction volume and SE 

emission will be confined within the carbon adlayer. Due to the negative charge that has 

been induced on C on top of pý doped region, the generated SEs on top of p' doped 

region will be reflected to the vacuum. On n' doped well, SEs generated within surface 
layer will be reflected to the surface due to the negative charge of oxide that has been 

driven out of the oxide layer and accumulated in top of the metal layer, while SEs 

generated 'within C layer on n-type suffer lower effect due to the -positive charge of C 

layer in this region. Thus SE emission from both pý and n' doped regions is higher than 

that from n-type Si. 

With increasing beam energy, the primary beam penetrates the oxide layer so, SEs 

generated in this layer are affected by the electrostatic field as follows; On p', the 

generated SEs are retarded by the negative charge of the C layer, thus SE emission 

within this area reduces. On the other hand, SE emission on n-type does not change a 
lot, and SE emission from n' is reduced this appears as a reduced contrast around 1.5 

keV up to 2 keV. 

With increasing the energy of the incident electron beam ý: 1.2 keV, SE emission form 

P+ goes down compared with a slight increase of SE emission from n-tYpe. This appears 

as an inverted contrast between p' doped region. and n-substrate. Since increasing beam 

energy increases the penetration depth, and whereby SE emission from n' doped region 
is reduced at 2keV. Then this can be explained due to the influence of negative charge 

present on top of n+ on SE generated within this area. Thus, inverted n+/n contrast 

occurs at slightly higher beam energy, compared with inverted contrast of p+/n by 

energy shift - 500- NOW. Moreover, irradiating the oxide layer with such high energy 
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will create more trapped oxide charges associated with oxide defects. This produces 

more charges within the oxide layer and may contribute into contrast inversion. 

Therefore the contrast reversal of p' and n' with respect to n doped Si can be attributed 

to the difference in the energy required for SE emission from the three doped areas at 

different accelerating voltages. 

In order to confirrn the analysis above, the variation of SE intensity of both p+ and n 
doped regions of ISI sample as a function of electron beam energy have been measured 

and displayed in figure (5.16). This figure shows that the variation of SE intensity 

emitted ftom p' doped Si is higher than those emitted from n-type Si. This can be 

explained due to the strong electric field that affects SE emission from p' doped region 

compared with low electric field that governs SE emission ftom n-type Si. 
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Figure (5.16) Variation of SE intensity as function of beam energy, measured from ISI 

sample. 
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(5.7) Conclusions 
In this chapter, results from SE imaging of different Si structures in a Vega SEM and a 

Serion FESEM are presented. Further SE imaging of the same structures has been 

observed in the low energy and very low energy Vega SEM operated in the cathode lens 

mode. The contrast dependence on the beam energy, the detection method and the 

contamination effect have been investigated. It has been demonstrated that the 

maximum SE contrast from doped Si is obtained by imaging at very low beam energy 

regime (5 1 keV). 

A contrast from n' and pý doped Si was observed at low and very low beam energy and 
it is reversed above 1.5 keV. An inverted contrast of ISI and SRL samples has been 

observed although these samples are prepared in accordance with similarly used 

methods by others. SE imaging using different SE detection methods has shown that n/ 

n contrast has inverted at slightly higher beam energy compared with inversion contrast 

of p+/ n. Surface analysis of one of these samples (SRL) using XPS has shown surface 
layer of about 3 nm composed of about 3-4 mono-layers of oxide and 1-2 mono-layers 

of carbon. In addition, XPS angular analysis confirmed that the carbon is on top of the 

oxide. The information gained about the chemical and elemental composition of the 

surface layer has been combined with results from SE imaging to provide a proper 

interpretation of the contrast behaviour at low and very low beam energy. The data 

from the present study clearly identify oxide effect on SE dopant contrast. Moreover, 

the data also supports the proposed model by EI-Gomati (2000) considering the high 

sensitivity of the obtained contrast to semiconductor surface structure. 

According to the observations in this study, the variation of SE emission and hence 

contrast inversion is attributed to sub-internal electric field within MOS structure. It also 

predicts that the contrast must be dependent on thickness of metal layer and oxide layer. 

Although the oxide layer is always present at the surface, electrons can easily tunnel 

through it if it is very thin (0.5-1 nm). Therefore, the m-s contact governs the SE 

emission. On the other hand, if the oxide layer was thick, the inverted contrast can be 

seen even at low beam energy as shown in figure (5.4). In the extreme case Le when the 

oxide layer is much thicker (i. e. few microns), the contrast may be masked as reported 

by Jayakody (2003). While if the carbon layer was thicker than in this study, the 

reversal of contrast will be shifted to higher beam energy. 
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The next chapter will present electron dose effect on SE contrast by using more than 

one technique in order to evaluate the complex problem in quantifying dopant profiling. 
The changes of the energy bands that affect the SE emission with existing an oxide 
layer will be discussed in details after presenting electron dose effect on the contrast. 
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Chapter 6: Effect of Electron Dose Injection on Doping 

Contrast of Si p-n Junctions in LVSEM 
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(6.1) Introduction 
In most of the previous studies of dopant contrast it has been found that the magnitude 

of the doping contrast measured in the LVSEM is dependent on the microscope 

operating parameters such as: the specimen working distance, exposure time, 

accelerating voltage, magnification, beam current and scan time. Therefore, in order to 

achieve a comprehensive understanding of the dopant contrast mechanism, it is crucial 

to study the experimental parameters that affect the observed contrast in the SEM. 

Although these parameters have been studied by a number of researchers (Venables 

1997, Sealy 1997,2000, Elliot 2001, Kazemian 2003), these authors did not carry out a 

systematic investigation as it will be reported upon here. It is the aim of this chapter to 

show that experimental conditions like magnification, scan speed and electron beam 

current incident on the Si sample have a rather large influence on the observed contrast 

values. Furthermore, the aim is also to provide proper understanding of electron beam 

injection effect on SE contrast and compare these results with those in the literature. 

The effect of electron dose injection on the magnitude of SE contrast has been carried 

out in this chapter using clean Si samples and in the presence of an oxide layer adsorbed 
into the Si surface. In addition, the optimum conditions for these parameters are 
investigated in order to enable reliable quantification of the technique. Apart from 

electron dose effect on SE contrast, the effect of the specimen working distance has 

been studied in this chapter as well. Results will be considered in terms of m-s contact 

combined with adsorption effect on the contact. 

Apart from Vega SEM, Serion FESEM has been used to investigate electron dose effect 

on the contrast. 

In most of the previous studies, SE dopant investigations carried out- using freshly 

cleaved surfaces, however in this study only patterned surfaces of Si have been 

investigated. Moreover, in all Si samples dopants were introduced by diffusion a long 

time before starting this study. Therefore adsorption effect on these surfaces even in 

best cleaning conditions can not be ignored unless it was cleaned in-situ (Le under UHV 

conditions). 
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(6.2) Review of the Literature 
The electron dose can be defined as follows: 

Electron dose 
beam current (dwell time) 

unit area , 

Sealy et al (2000) have studied the electron beam current effect on SE contrast and 
found that the contrast increases with decreasing beam current. This result has been 

explained in three possible ways. Firstly, in terms of the patch field model, where a high 

beam current incident on a p-n junction will create thousands of electron-hole pairs. 
Then a current will be induced across the p-n junction by the electron beam. A greater 

reduction in the built-in voltage results from a larger beam current. According to the 

patch field model, this would decrease the contrast. 

Secondly, high beam current incident on semiconductor produces electron-hole pairs 

within the specimen surface in a region defined as the generation volume. If the 

concentration of the generated carriers exceeds the doping concentration of this region, 

then this area could appear to be effectively intrinsic and the contrast between p-and n- 

type regions might be lost. 

Finally, as the beam current increases, it is possible that the sbrface band bending is 

decreased until a flat band condition is approached. A reduction in surface band bending 

would imply that the contrast level should increase, but Sealy did not observe contrast 

rise experimentally. Sealy et al (2000) have reported that band bending reduces the 

contrast and flat band condition increases it. 

Kazemian et al (2003) have thoroughly investigated the electron dose effect on SE 

contrast. Equation (6.1) is used to evaluate electron dose, whereby for a constant 

magnification, the dose increases with increasing scan time per line, and for a constant 

scan time, the dose increases with increasing magnification. Therefore, the minimum 

electron dose effect on the contrast was studied at the shortest scan times as well as low 

magnifications. This resulted in the highest SE intensity difference at the minimum 

electron dose. As the magnification increases above 30, OOOX, the SE intensity difference 

between the n- and p- type regions is reduced. The pronounced result was explained as a 
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consequence of charging according to the built in-voltage model. The built in-voltage 

across the p-n junction gives rise to higher SE intensity from the p-region than from n- 

region (Sealy et al, 2000). This voltage, however, will be affected by electron-hole pairs 

generated by the primary electron beam in the space charge region. The generated 

carriers then recombine with the fixed ionized dopant atoms in the space charge region 
leading to a reduction of the built-in voltage. 

(6.3) Electron Dose Effect on SE Dopant Contrast 

In this study, electron dose effect on contrast has been studied in three ways. Firstly, for 

a constant beam current, and a constant scan time per line, the dose increased with 
increasing magnification. Secondly, for a constant magnification and scan time, 

increasing beam current increases electron dose. Finally, for a constant magnification 

and beam current, electron dose increased with using slow scan speeds. Since the 

number of emitted electrons from the specimen per incident electron depends on the 

primary beam energy, SE images were collected at the same accelerating voltage. In 

order to minimise charging effects in Si, SE images were collected at I keV or at lower 

beam energies. 

The experiments were performed on the ISI, Durham and SRL samples with accurate 

measurements of the beam current in the Vega SEM. 

(6.3.1) Magnification Effect on SE Dopant Contrast 

The SE images werc taken from freshly cleaned ISI and Durham samples using 

accelerating voltage of I kV at a working distance of 19 mm and beam current =2 nA at 

two different scan speeds; 7.8x 10-3 shine and 117.7x 10-3 s/line using an E-T type 

detector. 

From the results shown in figure (6.1) obtained from ISI sample, it can be seen that, 

when the electron dose increases with increasing the magnification up to 20 kx, the 

contrast is reduced. After this magnification value the contrast is almost constant. Plot 

of contrast collected from the Durham sample (Figure (6.2)) shows that contrast is 

reduced with increasing magnification. Both plots are showing that the highest contrast 

can be obtained at low magnification. This can be explained in terms of the built in 
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Figure (6.2) Contrast as a function of magnification for the Durham sample at two 

different scanning speeds. 



voltage model, whereby increasing electron dose by increasing magnification results in 

a reduction of the built in voltage, hence a reduction of contrast. 

Further observations on image magnification have shown a reversal of contrast in some 

cases. For example, inspection of the ISI sample at an accelerating voltage of IM at 
beam current = 2nA and the same scan speed has shown an inverted contrast due to 
increasing magnification from 34x to 49x, as shown in figure (6.3). 

In addition, inspection of the ISI sample at an accelerating voltage of 1 W, and at lower 

beam current about 1165 pA, at the same scanning rate has shown an inverted contrast 

at small magnification values between 40x and 200x, where n doped areas appear higher 

brightness compared with the pý doped regions. However a usual contrast is obtained at 
higher magnification values. 

Investigating the same sample at higher magnification values; 300 x, 400 x, 500 x to 

1000 x, has shown that a reversal of contrast can be obtained at beam current -312 pA 
Le higher magnifications require lower beam current to obtain unusual contrast at the 

same accelerating values. Moreover, at magnification values higher than the previously 

reported values, no reversal of contrast is obtained regardless of the value of the beam 

current, neither does the contrast vanish. This- dependence of the contrast on the 

magnification values is not so clear, but it is likely to be a result of the variations of the 

electron dose whereby at low magnifications inverted contrast is obtained even at high 

beam currents and increasing magnification requires lower beam current to get an 
inverted contrast. 

Initial investigations of this behaviour have shown that; the inverted contrast at low 

electron dose can only be obtained in the presence of an oxide layer whereby extra 

cleaning in HF gets rid off the inverted contrast as shown in figure (6.4). Therefore, the 

inverted contrast as a function of magnification can be explained to be due to the 

variations of electron dose combined with the effect of residual thin layer of oxide 

adsorbed onto the Si surface. 
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Figure (6.3) SE iniaocs collected 1'roin ISI sample show inverted contrast ýtl sinall C- 
magnification (34 x) in (a), and normal contrast at higher magnification values (49 x) In (h), 

notice that these images were collected at the same scan speed and the same beam current. 
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Figure (6.4) SE images collected of ISI at low electron dose, (a) after normal cleaning, tile 

image is showing inverted contrast whereby p' doped region appear dark and n doped Si 

appear bright. (b) After extra cleaning in HF, normal contrast is obtained after removing 

the oxide layer. 



(6-3-2) Beam Current Effect on SE Dopant Contrast 

There is an increase of contrast with increasing beam current obtained through the E-T 

detector for an accelerating voltage of IkV. This result was confirmed by imaging 

different doped Si samples (ISI, Durham) in the Vega SEM. In contradiction to Sealy's 

results, the highest contrast was observed for higher beam current. Plot of contrast 

collected from ISI and Durham Si samples as shown in figure (6.5) shows increased 

contrast at high beam currents. This result is also confirmed in figure (6.6) that showing 

two SE images of ISI sample collected at 171pA and 209OpA. Whereby, the highest 

difference in the SE intensity between p' and n doped regions is observed at high beam 

current. 

The increased contrast at higher beam current can be explained using the band bending 

model (Sealy et al, 2000). The beam current is expected to alter band bending. At high 
beam current the induced minority carriers will be captured by the surface potential well 
produced by the bent bands. The charge on the trapped minority carriers will tend to 

compensate for the trapped surface charge and hence reduce the band bending. The 

reduction in surface band bending is expected to increase the contrast level. 

In order to investigate the adsorption effect on SE contrast, some ISI samples have been 

cleaned in IPA and then in HF solution, where a thin layer of oxide is likely to be left on 

the surface. These samples have been imaged in the Vega SEM at different beam 

currents. The obtained imdges indicate that ar. - inverted contrast appears at low beam 

current compared with the usual contrast that appears at higher beam current as shown 
in figure (6.7). 
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The electron beam (EB) SE images collected at magnification 
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Figure (6.7) Beam current effect on the SE contrast. (a) shows the appearance of' an 
inverted contrast whereby the n-type substrate is brighter than the p'-type (loped 11-eas ils 
indicated by the arrows. As the beam current is increased by a factor of' 5x tile contrast is 

inverted to the normally obtained case as shown in (b) even though dic iniage has 

approximately the same magnification and at the same scan speed. 



(6.3.3) Scan Speed Effect on SE Dopant Contrast 

A Durham Si(I 11) sample has been used to study the scan speed effect on the contrast. 
It is found that the contrast is almost constant as shown in figure (6.8). However, ISI 

sample has shown that the contrast is enhanced at fast scan speeds as shown in figure 

(6.9). 

Inspection of the ISI sample at different scan speeds has shown similar interesting 

behaviour to the obtained behaviour by using different magnifications and different 

beam currents. This is shown in figure (6.10). The images of this figure were collected 

with a beam current of 2090 pA, at the same magnification and the same WD, but at 
different scan speeds. The shown images indicate that the contrast is inverted at fast 

scanning rates whereby p+ regions appear darker than n substrate. However, a normal 

contrast appears at slower scan speeds. 

In order to test electron dose effect on ISI sample, the Vega SEM was operated at the 

minimal magnification (34 x) and at beam current 1165pA (2pc), it was found that at all 
fast scan speeds an inverted contrast is obtained, while the normal contrast is obtained 

only at low scanning rates starting from 455.73X 10-3 sec/line. Moreover increasing 

beam current to 209OpA (Ipc) allows one to obtain inverted contrast at fast scanning 

rates, while the normal contrast in this case can be obtained at slightly faster scanning 

rates compared with the previous case starting from 177.18X 10-3 sec/line and slower. 

This dependence of the contrast on the scan speed value is complimentary to its 

dependence on magnification and beam current. This behaviour can be understood 

simply as following increasing the electron dose by increasing the beam current require 

a faster scanning rate to obtain a normal contrast at the same magnification. 

The required minimal dose to obtain a normal contrast in the Vega SEM with existing 

thin layer of oxide can be calculated according to equation (6.1) to be about 3360 

efiine(grn2). 

In the course of studying scan speed effects on SE imaging of doped Si structures, SRL 

Si samples have been inspected as well. This sample was inspected in the Serion 

FESEM instrument at low keV. 
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Figure (6.9) Contrast as a function of scan speed from fresh ISI sample. 
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Figure (6.10) SE images collected at different scan speeds to show SE dopant contrast 

dependence on scan speed. 
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An interesting phenomenon was observed at low beam energy using either of the two 
detectors, the E-T detector and a Through-the-lens detector (TLD). For a given beam 

current, SE images collected by scanning the electron beam at slow scan speeds (90 

secs/frame) reveal new patterns in the structures in comparison to collecting the images 

at TV rates (where several frames have been integrated to improve the signal to noise 

ratio), as shown in figures (6.11) and (6.12). Therefore, this eliminates any effects due 

to angular emission and any energy shift of the SE caused by extra energy filters as 

reported by Schonjahn et al (2003). 

Apart from the new structure shown clearly at slow scan speeds in the FESEM, these 
images show similar observations to the previously reported results that have been made 
in the Vega SEM. Whereby figure (6.12) shows higher contrast of p' and n' doped Si 

compared with n-type doped substrate at slow scan speeds. However, this contrast is 

inverted at fast scan speed. 

The SRL sample that has been investigated in the Serion FESEM is likely to have a 

natural oxide layer of only 2-3 nm in thickness. Therefore, our belief is that electron 
injection in the existence of an oxide layer leads to such interesting observations. 
Although further work is required to develop an understanding of this contrast which is 

essential for a quantitative understanding of dopant profiling using LVSEM, at this 

stage after estimation of surface layer using XPS it is possible to develop a mechanism 
that leads to contrast reveral as a function of electron dose injection. It is believed that 

the surface structure combined with electron injection dose may lead to such behaviour. 

The proposed mechanism will be discussed in details in section (6.6). 
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Figure (6.12) Scan speed effect on SE contrast using TLD detector, in the Scrion IT', SEM. 

Some areas of the sample can be seen clearly only at slow scan speeds its shown In (it) 

while this pattern only can be seen in (b). 



(6-4) Working Distance Effect on SE Dopant Contrast 

Working distance is defined as the distance between the specimen and the final 

condenser lens of the electron column. p/n contrast of ISI sample has been examined in 

the Vega SEM at different values. of the working distance. The measurements have been 

taken at the optimal operating conditions; beam energy of lkeV, slow scan speed of - 
177.18x 10-3 s/line and high beam current of -209OpA. Figure (6.13) indicates that the 

observed contrast almost stays constant for working distances within the range 6-14mm. 

And the contrast is lower at smaller working distances. This might depend on the 

position of the E-T detector. 

(6-5) Oxygen Adsorption on Si 
Most frequently the semiconductor surface is prepared by chemical' etching, this 

invariably produces a thin oxide layer of thickness 1-2 nm, the precise nature and 

thickness depend on the exact method of preparing the surface (Rhoderick and 
Williams, 1988). Oxygen adsorbed atoms or monolayers may change the amount of 
band bending at the semiconductor surface by changing the surface state structure. This 

change may cause electron flow between the adsorbent and the surface states, removing 

old surface states or introducing new surface states into the band gap (Zangwill, 1988). 

However, no quantitative data are available with regard to the oxide thickness. 

In the case of Si(l 11), it is established that oxygen adsorption will increase the Si work 
function, indicating that it is negatively charged with significant charge transfer from 

the surface occurring. On the one hand, if a relatively thin layer of oxide is sandwiched 
between a metal and Si, this layer will change the potential barrier of the Si due to the 

creation of surface states followed by charge transfer which results in negative surface 

charge. Such an insulating film is often referred to as an interfacial layer. The electrical 
behaviour of this interfacial layer is not clear, it may be considered to be an insulator, 

even though it is so thin, of the order of Inm, and charging effect is the unique way to 

predict the insulator behaviour. However, Chang and Nixon (1967) have reported that if 

this layer was completely penetrated by an electron beam, it behaves like a conductor at 

the moment it is bombarded by the electron beam. Moreover, Rhoderick and William 

(1988) have shown that the presence of an oxide layer may affect m-s contact whereby 
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contact will be insensitive to the metal work function. 

Originally it was believed that oxygen adsorption on Si charges the surface negatively 
during the electron beam bombardment. Therefore, this ne 

' 
gative charge is expected to 

produce bright-doped Si areas in the SE imaging. In this study, however, imaging doped 

Si samples with thin layer of oxide has shown an interesting behaviour as a function of 
beam energy (chapter 5) and electron dose. 

So what can be expected to happen in case if 2-3 monolayers of oxide layer sandwiched 
between differently doped Si regions and quasi metallic layer of C? 

(6-6) Discussions 
The results shown in this chapter show that SE dopant contrast depends critically on the 

surface condition of the sample under investigation and it is shown that the oxidation of 
the surface results in a significant change in the SE dopant contrast. 
The oxide layer of several monolayers will create surface states within the forbidden 

gap. In addition to the extrinsic surface states due to dopant atoms; 'donor surface states 

are filled with positive charge when ionized and acceptor states are filled with negative 
ions. Therefore, electrons from the conduction band may flow to the available states and 

will put an additional negative charge at the n-type surface. This accumulation of 

negative charge into the surface will retard any SE emission at zero point (when no 

electron beam impinged into the surface) due to the negatively charged surface. As a 

result to charge transfer, the Fermi level must move down to compensate charge Uansfer 

and the created surface states will bend the bands up in n-type. 

On the other hand, electrons may flow from the valence band to fill in the empty surface 

states in the p-type Si, resulting in negative surface charge and the Fermi level moves 

up to compensate charge transfer. Hence there is no emission at the zero point from 

p+doped Si. 

Apart from surface states within energy band gap caused by donor or acceptor ions and 

oxide adsorption onto Si, electron beam irradiation can create surface defects at the 

Si02- Si interface even at low beam energy, e. g. IkV. These surface defects called fast 

surface states increase the recombination velocity (KroniK and Shapira, 1999). 
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At low electron dose the incident electrons will generate low number of electron-hole 

pairs, which recombine with the created surface states. Since Si is indirect 

semiconductor, charge carrier recombination occurs within localised energy states in the 

forbidden energy gap; -at very low electron-dose the generated pairs will recombine part 

of the induced surface charge. This is due to the recombination of the generated 

minority carriers in the surface with the surface induced charge. Because there is an 

abundance of electrons in n-type Si, as soon as a generated hole is captured by a 

recombination centre, an electron will immediately be captured by the same centre to 

complete the recombination process. This may results in a reduction of the surface 

negative charge on n doped Si. 'Iberefore, in n doped Si SE emission starts after a 
threshold point of the electron dose. The threshold point of the electron dose depends on 

charge density of the surface states. On the other hand, extra negative charge 

accumulated on the pý doped Si which retards SE emission. As a result, no SE emission 

can be detected from p' doped region at very low electron dose. 

With increasing electron-dose value above the threshold dose by increasing either the 

magnification, scan time or the beam current, the generated e-h pairs recombine with 
the rest of the created negative surface charge on n-type Si. Therefore, n doped areas 

exhibit higher SE contrast compared with p+ doped regions. This is seen as reversal of 

contrast. There are two factors that may contribute into this situation; 
1- Number of electrons in n-type valence band is higher than its equivalent number of 

electrons in pý doped regions. 
2- If the surface states recombined, the filled donor states will accelerate SE emission 

generated due to direct inelastic scattering between incident electron beam with valence 
band electrons in n-type Si. On the contrary, the acceptor surface states in p+ doped 

region will retard SE emission from valence band. 

At high electron dose, the created electron-hole pairs will be captured by the empty 

surface levels; in n-type Si the conduction band is filled by electrons (original + created) 

so some of them will fill the upper surface states while the lower surface states will be 

filled with holes. Therefore the created electric field will retard SE emission from 

valence band of n-type Si. On the contrary to the created electric field in p' doped Si 

which accelerate SE emission to the vacuum. As a result, p' doped areas reflect higher 

SE yield to the vacuum compared with n-substrate. 
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(6.7) Conclusions 
In order to understand electron dose effect on SE dopant contrast in the SEM, the SE 

contrast from a Si pý/n and n+/n structures as a function of magnification, beam current 

and scan time have been studied. The results show that SE contrast is sensitive function 

to the surface structure. 
In a well-cleaned Si surface, the contrast has shown strong dependence on beam current 
whereby SE contrast increases at high beam current. In contrast to its dependence on 

magnification, the highest contrast is observed at low magnification. On the other hand, 

SE contrast is almost independent of the variation of scan speed. 

If the surface is left with few monolayers of oxide adsorbed onto the Si surface, then the 

presence of surface states within the forbidden gap due to oxide adsorption onto the Si 

surface must play a role in SE emission. Irradiating the surface. with low energy electron 
beam of different electron dose values will excite the semiconductor, and the 

pronounced contrast has shown an interesting behaviour as a function of electron dose 
injection. It is found that the results can be divided into two regimes; 
At low electron dose (5 3360 e/line. prn2), an inverted contrast is obtained whereby p/n 

and n+/n doped Si exhibit an inverted contrast (p' and n' doped regions appear darker 

than n doped Si). At low electron dose, low number'of electron-hole pairs is generated. 
The generated minority carriers will recombine the induced surface charge within the 

energy band gap, after partial recombination, the SE emission starts with n appear 
brighter than p' in the SE image. The emitted SE, in this case, is produced due to the 
direct inelastic scattering with valence band electrons. 

High electron dose can be obtained by going to higher magnification, slow scan speeds 
or higher beam current. At such high electron dose, the generated e-h pairs per unit area 
are increased at the same interaction volume. Therefore, part of the created carriers will 

recombine with each other within the surface states, rest of the carriers may create 

opposite electric field in p' and n doped Si, whereby the created electric field in p' 

accelerate the generated SE to the surface and retard SE emission in n-type Si. 

In contrast to electron dose effect on SE contrast, studying contrast as a function of 

working distance has shown that the contrast is almost constant for wide range of 
working distances, which is indicative of the weak dependence on angular emission. 
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Chapter 7: Effect of Barrier Height Variations on SE Dopant 

Contrast 
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(7.1) Introduction 
The physical mechanism responsible for the SE dopant contrast is not fully understood. 
However, several hypotheses (models) have been suggested. Formation of m-s contact 

of barrier height based on the difference between the metal work function and electron 

affinity of the semiconductor is one of the mechanisms which is suggested to be 

responsible for this contrast. In order to investigate the validity of the m-s contact model 

on SE contrast, new experiments were carried out to clarify the effect of barrier height 

variations on the obtained contrast. 

It is known, that the situation where the atoms, which behave as donors or acceptors, 
diffuse into the semiconductor, or that electrically active defects are created, results in 

change of the effective density of dopants in the semiconductor. If the dopant density 

increases, (the semiconductor becomes degenerate) the barrier gets thinner. On the other 
hand, if the surface layer is doped with impurities of the opposite type to those in the 

substrate, the effective dopant density decreases and is expected to cause an increase in 

the barrier height for carriers moving between the semiconductor and the metal. This 

situation arises in AI/Si (I 11) diodes following annealing treatments. However in case 

of Al/Si(100) hydrogen plasma has been used widely to increase the Schottky barrier 

height between the Al metal and the hydrogenated amorphous layer. 

The aim of this chapter is to further investigate potential barrier height variations on SE 

dopant contrast in Si, by heat treatment of AI/Si diodes. This experiment has been 

repeated on a wide range of doped Si structures. Although it has already been found that 

potential barrier variation altered the contrast by depositing candidate materials of work 
functions lower and higher than that of Si, it is important to carry on such investigations 

to provide comprehensive or proper understanding of this behaviour. Finally, new 

experiments have been carried out by estimating the barrier height variations using 

KPM. 

(7.2) Review of Barrier Height Variations 

Many practical applications require control of the barrier height of a rectifying contact. 
Arizumi et al (1969) suggested a simple method by using alloys of noble metals to make 

contacts onto Si. By this method they were able to obtain a linear variation of barrier 
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height with composition, but the practical application of this principle requires 
extremely careful control of the composition of the alloy. 

Another method to control the barrier height of Si is by exposure of the semiconductor 

surface to oxygen before evaporation of the metal. It is suggested that the'modification 

of the barrier height is due to the creation of interface states. Montgomery et al (1981) 
have reported that exposure of indium phosphide to hydrogen sulphide causes lowering 

of the barrier height and producing ohmic contacts. They suggested that the change in 
barrier height is caused due to doping the surface layer in the manner proposed by 
Shannon (1974). 

Ile most practicable method that has been reported to control barrier height seems to be 

that of Shannon (1974,1976), who has used the principle of incorporating highly doped 

surface layers to show that the effective barrier height of a Schottky barrier can be 

controlled over quite a wide range. It is found that incorporating oppositely doped 

surface layer to the substrate increased the height of the Schottky barrier formed 
between Ni and p- type Si diodes by implanting 5 keV antimony ions with high doses. 
However, implanting n-type Si with 5 keV antimony ions resulted in a reduction of the 
barrier height between Ni and n-type, Si at high dose. Figure (7.1) shows the effective 
barrier height between Ni and p-n Si substrates as a function of surface concentration of 
5 keV antimony ions. 

Many structures in integrated circuits require both Schottky barrier diodes and Ohmic 

contacts to be made using a single metal evaporation, (Basterfield et a], 1975). Al-Si 

contacts are one of the most favourable contacts to be used for good Ohmic and 
Schottky contacts with Si. Thus many attempts have been carried out to control the 
barrier height of AI/Si contacts such as annealing. Chino (1973) has shown that there is 

a change in the barrier height of Al-nSi(I 11) Schottky barrier diodes after heat 

treatment, whereby the potential barrier increases clearly as the heating temperature 

rises above 4500C. On the other hand, Card (1975) has observed that the behaviour of 
the A]-pSi contact is complementary to that of the Al-n Si contact with barrier height 

decreasing due to annealing over the same temperature range, as shown in figure (7.2). 
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Figure (7.1) Effective barrier height for holes in p-type substrates and electrons in n- 
type substrates as a function of the number of antimony atoms (ions) implanted at 
5keV, Shannon (1974). 
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Figure (7.2) Barrier height of Al contacts to n-type Si and p-type Si, as a function of 

annealing temperature, Card (1975). 
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The variation of barrier height between Al and Si can be explained due to solid 

solubility of Al into Si; at temperatures around 500'C, Si is taken up into solid solution 
by the Al to an amount determined by the solubility limit at the particular temperature. 
On cooling, an interfacial layer of Si that contains Al atoms is formed between the Si 

and Al. This layer of Si is doped p-type, because Al is an acceptor. So, the net space 
charge density is negative near the Al/Si-AI interface, and the bands become bent 
downwards as shown in figure (7.3). While in the case of p-type Si, the Al doped layer 

causes the depletion region to become narrower, so that the effective barrier height is 

reduced. Further no change in barrier height in case of Al/ p' doped Si contact was 
reported. The modification of the barrier height between Al and Si agrees with 
Shannon's principle. 

Apart from low energy ion implantation and heat treatment, exposure to hydrogen 

plasma etching increases the Schottky barrier heights of Al/n-Si contact. The Schottky 

barrier height increases constantly with an increase in an applied rf power or hydrogen 

concentration in the plasma (Iwakuro et al, 1991). It is found that exposure of the Si 

surface to hydrogen plasma produced a hydrogenated amorphous layer in the Si 

substrate. Therefore, the increase in the Schottky barrier height is attributed to the 
formation of the Schottky barrier at the interface between the Al metal and the 

hydrogenated amorphous layer (hydrogen- absorbing zone in Si), ( Iwakuro et al, 1993). 

Silicides play an important role in IC technology due to the most reliable and 

reproducible Schottky barriers (Taubenblatt et al, 1982). It is shown that a reaction 
between Ti and the Si oxide leads to the formation of small quantities of Ti silicide. 
Later De Bosscher et al (1986) investigated the influence of silicide formation on the 
barrier height of Ti/Si Schottky barriers. It is found that contribution of the silicide 
formation of the barrier height is strongly dependent on the pre-evaporation treatment 

such as HF dips and annealing. It also depends on the substrate temperature Ts during 

evaporation of the metal (Iwami and Hiraki, 1982). De Bosscher et al (1986) found that 
increasing Ts up to 4500C during Ti evaporation has led to a reduction of the barrier 

height between Ti and p-Si. However, a slight increase of the barrier height between Ti 

and n-Si has been reported in this range of temperatures. 
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Figure (7.3) Band diagram of A] -Si contact after heat treatment, OB is the barrier height at 

the surface without any Si precipitation, t is the thickness of the recrystallised layer 

required to give a band bending VI) from the potential maxima 0B (Basterfield et al, 1975). 



The sensitivity of barrier height to Si surface orientation has not been reported in an 

explicit way (Card 1975, Iwakuro et al 1991, Horvath et al 2002). However, Al 

deposition on different Si orientation exhibits different contacts. Therefore, SE contrast 

of different contacts by using different Si orientation should be different according to 

m-s model. This effect is presented in the next section. 

(7.3) Effect of Si Orientation on Dopant Contrast 
Many specimens have been used in this investigations of the SRL(100) and ISI(I 11) Si 

doped structures. In the case of the SRL Si(100) sample, after initial cleaning 

ultrasonically in IPA and HF: H20(1: 5) for 5-7 minutes, a thin layer of Al was 

evaporated to a film thickness of about -4 nni thick at a pressure less than 4xIO-6mbar. 

Sample inspection in the SEM at different beam energies shows that n-type substrate 

covered with thin Al layer becomes bright compared with p' which becomes darker 

after depositing a thin Al layer as shown in figure (7.4). 

This result agrees with the m-s model, whereby Al work function (U= 4.3 eV) is lower 

than that of Si (ýsj= 4.9 eV). Therefore Al forms an Ohmic contact with n-type Si and 
Schottky contact with pý doped region (Horvath et al, 2002). As a result, Al on n-type 
doped Si appears to show higher contrast compared with Al on p'. Or it can be 

understood simply as following both of them Schottky contacts with different potential 
barrier, the potential barrier on pý doped region is higher than that on n-type Si. Thus 

Al/n-type exhibits higher contrast compared with AI/p'- Similarly, p' doped region 

should be brighter than n-type, where there is Carbon natural layer. This can be seen in 
figure (7.4). This result agrees with Cr case < ýsj) where deposition of a metal of 

work function lower than that of Si caused contrast inversion (Jayakody, 2003). 

On the other hand, depositing a thin layer of the same thickness of Al - 4nm thick on 

top of ISI Si(I 11) sample has shown non expected contrast as shown in figure (7.5), 

whereby Al on p+ appears brighter than Al on n doped S i. . 
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Figure (7.4) SE image of SRL sample, part of p' and n doped Si covered with thin 

layer of Al -4nm thickness. 
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In order to test contact type between Al and ISI Si(I 11) a thick Al layer of - 100nm was 
deposited on the surface to prepare this structure to current / voltage (I/V) 

measurements. IN measurements of the ISI Si(Ill) specimen with thick Al layer 

indicate that there is an Ohmic contact between Al and n-type region and a Schottky 

contact between Al and pý doped region as illustrated in figure (7.6). Therefore, SE 
images of doped Si coated with a thin layer of Al should appear brighter on the p' 
region than on the n-type region. However, SE image of the ISI sample with a thin layer 

of Al = 4nm thick, shows that the contrast of the Al covered structure and the contrast 

of the structure without any coverage are similar as shown in figure (7.5). In spite of the 
difference of the work function between Al and C. This unexpected behaviour could be 

related to a residual oxide layer in between the deposited Al layer and the substrate. 
This layer might be very thin to influence IN measurements. However, the presence of 
this layer and its influence on the SE dopant contrast agrees with MOS structure effect 

on the SE contrast as reported in chapter 5. 
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(7.4) Annealing Effect on SE Dopant Contrast 

In order to study annealing effect on SE dopant contrast, the ISI sample was first 

ultrasonically cleaned in IPA and then dipped in HF to remove any native oxide on the 

surface. Al deposition into the surface was done through a metal mask to give several 

circular contacts (-0.42 mm. diameter). The sample was then inspected in the Vega 

SEM at different accelerating voltages. An E-T detector was used for SE image 

collection. After initial imaging the sample was then annealed in a 10% Hydrogen and 
90% Nitrogen atmosphere to 500'C for 10 min. The sample was allowed to cool down 

to room temperature in the fom-ting gas prior to loading into the SEM for SE imaging. 

Figure (7.7) shows the contrast between p' and n-type Si regions that have a thin Al 

film of the order of 7 nm deposited on it. These images were collected with a beam of I 

keV incident electrons. These images clearly show the contrast between the n- and p+- 
doped regions with an Al surface layer is increased after annealing. It is clear that the 

brightness of the n-type substrate with an Al surface layer is much higher than its value 

after annealing. This indicates that the SE yield from the n-type region is reduced as a 

result of the increased barrier height after heating the sample. 

The sample before and after annealing has been imaged in the Vega SEM with different 

primary electron energies in the range I keV to 10 keV. The contrast obtained between 

the n- and p-type doped regions at each incident electron beam energy is used as a 

measure of the SE yield from these two regiot,;. The contrast values are calculated from 

the digitally analysed images according to the expression (2.5). Figure (7.8) shows 

annealing effect on SE intensity of Al covered Si structure, obviously annealing caused 

a significant reduction of the SE intensity of Al covered n/Si structure compared with a 

slight increase of the SE intensity of Al covered p+/Si structure. As a result, the intensity 

difference after annealing is larger than before annealing. This increase of the SE 

intensity difference after annealing causes enhancement of the contrast as shown in 

figure (7.9). In addition, it shows a shift of the contrast peak to lower beam energy after 

annealing. The shift of the contrast peak may imply a reduction of the Al layer thickness 

due to the heat treatment. 
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Figure (7.7) (a) Room temperature. (b)After annealing to 5000C for 10 minutes. 
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Figure (7.8) SE intensit) profile extracted from the SE images of the marked areas c and d 

shown abme. SE intensity collected from A] on n substrate at points below 60 pixel shows 

less emission from Al on n doped Si after annealing compared with SE intensity of' the 
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Figure (7.9) The contrast as measured from images taken at different accelerating voltages 

before and after annealing. Note the enhanced contrast after annealing. Moreover, tile 

contrast curve shows a peak at about 3-6 kV before annealing, while the peak is shifted to 

lower beam energy (2-5kV) after annealing. The peak shift to lower beani energy after 

annealing could be related to a reduction of the Al layer thickness after the heat treatinent. 



To study annealing effect on SE dopant contrast at different temperatures, a new ISI Si 

(111) sample has been cleaned in a similar way and a thin Al layer was deposited onto 

the surface using a metal mask, the thickness of the Al layer - 4nm. Then the sample 

was taken to the poIaron annealer to be heated in a forming gas at 2000C and 500'C 

each, separately. After allowing cooling down in the forming gas, the sample has been 

inspected in the Vega SEM. SE images show that the contrast between the p+ and n- 
doped substrate is enhanced from Al covered structures after annealing. However, 

contrast is reduced from uncovered Si structure after annealing at the same range of 

temperatures. The collected SE images are shown in figure (7.10). These images are 

collected at 500 eV. 

The collected SE images before and after annealing show clearly that the contrast has 

enhanced after annealing. The calculated contrast values at room temperature, 200'C 

and 5000C respectively are; 16.29%, 55.162% and 67.5%. The calculated contrast 

values show that SE contrast has enhanced significantly after annealing at 200 'C and 

this may be attributed to reduction of the original Si02 by the Al and penetration at least 

in certain regions. However, annealing at 500'C does not cause similar contrast 

enhancement. Because the same penetration happened in the first stages of heating to 

500 OC. 

Annealing effect on SE dopant contrast has been carried out on different doped Si 

structures such as Durham Si(111). A fresh Durham Si sample has been cleaned and 

covered by a thin Al layer of thickness - 5nm. In this experiment three pieces of 
Durham sample have been utilised in order to avoid extra carbon deposition on the 

surface during each SEM investigation. SE images collected from this sample have been 

carried out at room temperatures, after annealing at 3000C and finally after annealing at 
500'C in a forming gas. 

The collected SE images shown in figure (7.11) indicate that SE image of the as 
inserted surfaces (i. e. with no Al coverage) exhibits very weak contrast. However, 

covering the surface with thin layer of Al -5 nin has enhanced the contrast. Moreover, 

these images confirm that annealing has enhanced the SE contrast of Al covered 
Durham Si structure. 
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Figure (7.10) SE images collected of ISI Si (I 11) sample covered with 4nin ol'Al anncalcd 

at different temperatures. (a) at room temperature, then the sample annealed In a [Orming 

gas at 200"C for 20 min, followed by inspection in the Vega SEM and dic collected , ]]age 

is shown in (b). The sample was further annealed at 500T for 20 min and then investigated 

in the SEM under the same parameters, the collected SE image in this case is shown in (c). 



Figure (7.11) SE images of Dut-ham Si(I 11) collected at i-ooni tenipei'awiv, ahci- 

annealing at 300"C and after annealing at 500"C respectively. Different areas havc I)cel, 

investigated to avoid deposition extra carbon in each investigation. 
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On the other hand, annealing has decreased the contrast significantly between p' and n 
doped Si regions without Al coverage after annealing at 500T. Digital contrast profiles 

across the p/n junction were obtained for images taken at room temperature and after 

annealing at various temperatures showing alteration of SE intensity by heat treatment 

as shown in figures (7.12a) and (7.12b). 

It is believed that contrast reduction after annealing of uncovered Si structure caused by 

contaminant adsorption into Si surface. Annealing the sample in non evacuated system 

will increase the adsorption into the surface such as 0, H, C which will mask the 

contrast gradually. To investigate the effect of the adsorbent adlayer on the SE contrast, 
Argon ion sputtering was performed to remove the first few layers of the surface. The 

use of low energy ion sputtering enables to minimise the damage. After gentle etching 

of the annealed sample at 5000C by Argon ions for 15 sec, SE imaging of the sputtered 

sample was performed to compare the SE dopant contrast before and after sputtering. 
Imaging the sputtered surface has shown that contrast level has been restored as shown 
in figure (7.13). 

Moreover, sputtering has removed the shadow area of Al, this confirms that etching has 

removed the few upper adsorbed monolayers which reduced the contrast. 

The main purpose of performing the Al annealing experiments is to investigate whether 

contrast inversion could be obtained due to the inverted potential barrier height between 

Al thin layer and differently doped Si region or not. Although SE intensity is reduced 
from A]/n-type Si due to increasing barrier height, inverted contrast has not been 

obtained of both ISI and Durham Si samples. Therefore it was suggested to study 

annealing effect on SRL Si sample whereby this sample includes an oxide layer below 

the p' doped region. This means this area of the sample is similar to the sample that was 

used by Card (1975). In addition, an inverted contrast is obtained from this sample at 

room temperature, Le Al on n appears higher contrast compared with Al on p'. 
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with argon ions, obviously the contrast has enhanced after removing the adsorbed adlayer. 
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Annealing effect on SE contrast has been studied on SRL Si sample using Al thiii k1yer 

- 4nm, a comparison between SE images collected before and after annealing ý11 500"C 

show that SE contrast of Al covered structure is inverted after annealing as showil III 

figure (7.14). The contrast reversal that is obtained on the SRL sample supports the Idea 

that SE dopant contrast is sensitive to barrier height variation. While the c1111,111ced 

contrast that has been obtained from both ISI and Durham Si samples due to ýumcaliiig 

needs further investigation to identify the factor behind this unexpected hchýiviour. 

Therefore, it was suggested to study potential barrier variatioii helweeii Al iuid 

differently doped Si region using KPM. 
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Figure (7.14) SE images of SRL Si sample covered with 4nm Al COIlCClCd at I kV ill 

the Vega SEM, showing that Al/ Si contrast has been invcrtcd due to licat Ircalmelfl. 

Moreover, contrast after annealing is lower than contrast obtalned wIthout anneah,,,. 
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Figure (7.15) One dimensional intensity profile of' SRI, Si sample extracted j'j-t)jjj tllc 

SE images shown in figure (7.14), notice changes ot'SI1 Intensity ol'both Covered p' and 

n doped region due to annealing. 
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(7.5) Kelvin Probe Microscopy 

Research has been carried out using a Kelvin Probe Microscope (KPM) in order to 

measure barrier height variations of Al covered patterned Si structure between room 
temperature and after annealing. These measurements were performed in order to 
investigate the effect of the barrier height variation on the SE dopant contrast. The 
barrier height between a metal and a semiconductor is usually estimated from changes 
in electrical current or capacitance when a bias voltage is applied to the interface. 
However, for the specimens that have been prepared in this study with few nanometres 
of Al layer has been deposited into Si surface, it is not possible to use IN or 
Capacitance-Voltage (CV) measurements to measure potential barrier height. Therefore, 
KPM was utilised for this purpose. 

The sample for the KPM investigation is Durham Si(I 11) sample. Two pieces of the 

sample were prepared following the specimen preparation steps described in section 
(7.4) with 5nm, Al thickness deposited on it. One piece of the sample was lcft at room 

temperature while the second piece was annealed at 500'C and then both of them 

transferred to the KPM system. The Al dots are easily detected by the probe because 

their work function is different from that of the Si. A contact potential difference(CPD) 

map of a lateral Al/Si(I 11) interface is shown in Figures (7.16) and (7.17), before and 

after annealing respectively. Both of these images were taken with lights off in the 

laboratory to reduce possible interference. 

Figure (7.16) shows the surface potential in an area of (2.88 X 3.96 Mm? ) on the sample 

prepared ior room temperature experiment. The p-doped area appears towards the top of 

the image, p-n junction in the middle (horizontal) and the Al dots are shown in the 
lower part of the image in a blue colour (lower in height difference). The surface 

potential distribution on the sample surface shows that the potential on the Al film is 

much lower than that on the Si. Furthermore, the CPD between p and n doped Si 

regions amounts to approximately 70 mV. 

As can be seen from figure (7.16) of the potential distribution, the potential across the 
Al film and Si boundary does not show a sharp change. This gradual change around the 
boundaries indicates that the surface potential may have a spreading effect on the Si 

surface around the Al film (Nie et al, 1997). Or that may be due to the poor spatial 
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resolution of the KPM. Potentials on the Al film surfaces around the Si are much higher 

than those on the Al film far from the Si substrate. We can estimate the contact potential 
between the Al dots and n doped Si without annealing to be in the range of (142-154) 

meV;, While the extracted contact potential between the Al dots and p doped Si without 

annealing is in the range of (220-225) meV. Therefore, the measured values of the 

potential barrier from KPM are comparable with potential barrier values deduced from 

IN measurements of Card (1975), whereby barrier height between Al and p doped Si is 

larger than that between Al and n doped Si. By considering potential barrier effect on 
SE dopant contrast, AIM should appear with a higher brightness compared with Al/p in 

SE image without any heat treatment. 

On the other hand, potential barrier measurements that have been extracted from surface 

potential distribution shown in figUre(7-17) of annealed sample at 500'C show that; 

annealing has increased contact potential between Al and n substrate to the range (173 - 
200) meV. VAii1e the extracted contact potential between Al and p doped Si shows 

complimentary'behaviour with a significant reduction to the range (81 - 90) meV. By 

considering the measured contact potential, obviously, contact potential reduction 
between Al and p doped Si is larger than contact potential rise between Al and n doped 

Si. According to the measured valups of the potential barrier after annealing at 500'C, it 

is expected that the Al/p should appear brighter than Al/n. 

In spite of the agreement between IN and KPM measurements at room temperature and 

after annealing at 500'C, SE image of Al covered structure without annealing shows an 
inverted contrast to what is expected. This irregular behaviour of the Durham Si sample 

can be explained due to presence of an oxide layer on top of the Si layer, this layer 

might not affect IN and KPM measurements, but it affects SE emission due to forming 

MOS structre as has been discussed in chapter 5. 
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(7.6) Discussion of Results 

The observed contrast within the Al covered structures can be explained by the M-S 

contact model. For OA, < Osi, Schottky barriers are formed between Al and p-type 
Si(100) . On the other hand, an Ohmic contact is formed between Al and n-type Si. 

Therefore, Al on n doped region appears brighter than Al on p doped region, this 

situation is shown by SE images of SRL Si presented in figure (7.4). Ilowcvcr, p' doped 

Si is degenerate due to excess carriers, which makes an ohmic contact with any metal 
film when they are brought into contact. Thus, this ohmic contact leads to higher SE 

contrast of Al/ p' contact compared with AIM contact as shown in figures (7.5) and 
(7.11). An alternative explanation is that such a behaviour might be related to the 

presence of an oxide layer sandiwiched between the semiconductor and Al adlaycr. 
Therefore this unexpected behaviour can be explained due to MOS structure formation. 

An increase in contrast can be observed between Al/p+ and AIM areas of Si after heat 

treatment in a forming gas at different temperatures. This increase can be explained to 

be due to the increase of barrier height between Al and n type Si combined with the 

reduction of barrier height between Al and p+ doped Si. Although, no barrier height 

change has been reported between Al and p+ doped Si, KPM measurements of Durham 

Si(l 11) show that annealing causes reduction of contact potential within Al/p+ contact. 

Therefore, the metal to semiconductor model suggested by EI-Gomati (2001) can be 

used to explain the observed contrast before and after annealing of SRL Si sample. 

On the other hand, in spite of measuring higher contact potential within Al/p" contact 

compared with AIM contact at room temperature using KPM of Durham Si sample and 
identifying contact type of ISI Si sample using IN measurements, SE imaging of Al/p' 

exhibits higher contrast compared with Al/n. There are two possible explanations of this 
behaviour; p' doped Si is degenerate due to excess carriers, which makes an ohmic 

contact with any metal film when they are brought into contact. Thus, this ohmic 

contact leads to higher SE contrast of Al/ p' contact compared with AIM contact. 

Therefore, appearance of Al/p' is brighter than AIM at room temperature is reasonable. 
The question now if it is accepted that p' is degenerate and forms an ohmic contact with 
Al, why KPM and IN measurements do not show this? The answer might be related to 

a residual thin layer of oxide existing on the Si surface which affect KPM resolution and 

then the measured contact potential. Therefore, SE contrast of Al covered Si structure is 
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dominated by the MOS model at room temperature. 

Although both AI/Durham Si structure and AVISI Si structure show unexpected 

behaviour at room temperature, SE contrast behaviour still depends on surface structure 

(Le surface condition, El-Gomati et al, 2001). This diverted behaviour occurs in 

covalently bonded semiconductors like Si (the main material of this study). In this 

material, the barrier height is almost independent of Om due to the presence of localized 

surface states that are continuously distributed in energy within the forbidden gap. 

These states try to pin the Fermi level at the surface and thus influence the barrier height 

at equilibrium. 

A reduction in the contrast has been observed between p' and n areas of Si after 

annealing in a forming gas at 500'C. This reduction can be explained to be due to 

adsorption of atoms or molecules onto Si surface. The adsorbed molecules onto Si after 

annealing at 500'C have masked the contrast, which results in a reduced contrast. 
Adsorption effect on SE contrast has been investigated by gentle argon ion sputtering in 

a Plasma Etcher instrument. The collected SE images after sputtering show that SE 

contrast is restored after sputtering. 

A second possibility is that adsorbed atoms or molecules can have a significant 
influence on the electronic structure of a surface by changing the amount of band 

bending. The adsorbed molecules are. almost C, H and 0, cleaning the surface with a 

gentle ion gun predictý that the thickness of the adsorbed layer on Si is -3nm. Although 

with such a layer there is little information about the change in the band bending, it is 

suggested that adsorbed molecules'can form surface states that are located in the band 

gap and can pin the Fermi level to a near mid-gap position at the surface. These surface 

states can trap free carriers from the bulk material resulting in a charge accumulation 

region at the surface and associated band bending (Sealy et al, 2000). It was shown that 

band bending causes reduction of SE dopant contrast (Sealy et al, 2000). 
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(7.7) Conclusions 

SE imaging of Al covered Si structures has been performed on different Si samples. It 

has been shown that the observed contrast can be explained by the M-S contact model. 

The effect of heat treatment on the electrical behaviour of AI/Si contacts has been used 

to study the effect of barrier height variation on the SE dopant contrast by annealing the 

prepared samples to different temperatures. Analysis of the collected SE images shows 

enhanced contrast of Al covered structures after annealing caused by increasing the 

barrier height between Al and n-type Si combined with reduction of the barrier height 

between Al and p doped Si. Contact potential variation due to annealing has been 

extracted from surface potential map that has been taken using KPM. Moreover, an 
inverted contrast of Al covered structure has been obtained due to heat treatment, this 

result shows dependence of the SE contrast on the barrier height. 

On the other hand, it has been found that the uncovered annealed surface at 500'C gives 

rise to a reduced SE contrast from the doped regions. The reduction in the observed SE 

contrast can be explained as a result of adsorption onto Si surface at the time the sample 
has been handled in air. This effect has been further investigated by sputtering the 

annealed sample by low energy argon ions. SE images show that sputtering restores SE 

contrast level as a result of the removal of the adsorbed layer from the surface. The SE 

contrast from doped Si is complicated as a result to its high sensitivity to contact 
formation and band bending at the surface. 

The resuits presented here show dependence of the SE contrast of - doped 

semiconductors on the surface structure. Whereby an inverted contrast has been 

obtained due to inversion of the barrier height and explained simply by m-s contact 

model. In addition, the inverted behaviour of Al covered Si structure has been explained 
due to oxide adsorption into Si surface which provides further support for surface 

structure effect on SE dopant contrast. 
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ý, 'hapter 8: Summary and Further Work 
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(8.1) Summary 
Dopant contrast from a variety of Si structures that have been differently doped (n- and 

p-type) has been observed and systematically studied in this thesis. Some clarification 

of the dopant contrast mechanism has been obtained. This has required a study of the 

effects of surface structure on the contrast. 

It has been shown elsewhere that SE dopant contrast is quite sensitive to the surface 

composition, and M-S contact is the dominant contrast mechanism in high vacuum 

environment (El-Gomati et al, 2004). To further investigate the effects of surface 

structure on SE dopant contrast, differently doped Si surfaces were investigated. It was 
found that the SE dopant contrast is strongly dominated by the surface structure. 

Therefore, the XPS has been utilised for the first time to identify the surface 

composition of doped Si surface. Results have shown that with oxidation of the freshly 

cleaned Si surface and the presence of surface states, contrast was altered as function of 
beam energy and electron dose. Therefore, the opportunity to directly discriminate 

between n-and p-type dopant using SE contrast is lost in this case. However, this result 
is consistent with M-S contact model whereby an existing oxide layer may produce a 
MOS structure. And a new model has been developed to explain the altered SE dopant 

contrast behaviour. 

The electron dose effect on SE dopant contrast also revealed new contrast behaviour as 

a function of electron injection level. This b haviour can not be easily explained with 
M-S contact. In this case it is believed that changes of SE dopant contrast behaviour are 

mainly. dominated by surface state occupation, due to oxide adsorption. The process of 
introducing excess electrons to the semiconductor would imply a movement of the 

Fermi level. It is found that the results can be divided into two regimes. At low electron 
dose, a low number of electron-hole pairs is generated. The generated minority carriers 

will recombine with the induced surface charge within the energy band gap, after partial 

recombination, the SE emission starts with n-type doped regions appearing brighter than 

the p' -type doped regions in the SE image. The emitted SE, in this case, is produced 
due to the direct inelastic scattering with valence band electrons. 

At high electron dose, the generated e-h pairs per unit area are increased at the same 
interaction volume. Therefore, part of the created carriers will recombine with each 
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other within the surface states, the rest of the carriers may create opposite electric field 

in pý and n doped Si, whereby the created electric field in p' accelerate the generated SE 

to the surface and retard SE emission in n-type Si. 

Ile effect of heat treatment on the electrical behavior of Aluminum/Silicon (AI/Si 

Schottky junctions) is used to study the impact of barrier height variation on SE dopant 

contrast by annealing at different temperatures. In this study, the variation of the 

Schottky barrier height has been detected as an inverted contrast between Al on p' and 
Al on n-type doped region of SRL sample in the SE imaging. However, the variation of 
the barrier height has caused an enhanced contrast of ISI and Durham samples between 

Al on p' and Al on n-type Si doped regions. The inverted contrast of SRL sample as 

well as the enhanced contrast of ISI and Durham samples have been attributed to a 
decrease in the SE. yield of Al/n-type Si contact combined with an increase of the SE 

emission of Al/p-type Si contact. In this case it is believed that changes in contrast can 
be understood in terms of changes in barrier height within AI/Si contact due to 

annealing. Whereby annealing causes an increase in the Schottky barrier height between 

Al and n-type Si and a complimentary reduction of the barrier height between Al and p- 
type Si. 

Annealing experiments also revealed some changes in the contrast after annealing to 

500'C in a forming gas (non evacuated system). These changes could be explained due 

to molecular adsorption onto the Si surface. Adsorption may increase surfac. -I band 

bending. Further investigation of these changes was carried out by sputtering the 

surface with argon ions. It is found that the contrast could be restored by sputtering. 
This supports Sealy's argument (2000) by showing that surface band bending such that 

caused by molecular adsorption leads to reduction of SE dopant contrast. 

Ile results of this thesis indicate a dependence of the contrast on the surface structure, 

whereby the presence of surface states and oxidation of the freshly prepared Si surface 

are two factors that have altered the absolute value of the contrast. Therefore, it is not 

possible to directly discriminate between differently doped regions. However, it is 

possible to distinguish between differently doped regions if the surface structure of the 

sample has been analysed using XPS or AES, then analysing the image according to the 

used electron beam energy and the electron dose. Over all, a new model has been 
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proposed to understand the SE dopant contrast mechanism. This model is based on 

experimental results deduced from surface analysis data. However, the exact contrast 

mechanism still requires further verification. 

(8.2) Further Work 
Since this study is mainly concentrated on studying surface condition effects on SE 

dopant contrast, therefore, some experiments have been planned to run to study the 

effect of surface contact potential on SE dopant contrast such as silicide formation 

effect on SE dopant contrast. In this case Durham Si(lll) sample has been used, the 

sample is degreased in boiling trichloroethylene, acetone and methanol consequently. 
Then the sample is dipped in HE After initial cleaning, the sample had a low 

temperature anneal cycle by soaking it at 530'C and cooling under an inert atmosphere. 

The Ti was evaporated on the Si substrate once at room temperature to a film thickness 

of about -5 run. thick at a pressure less than 4X 10-6 mbar. Another piece of the same 

sample has been covered with similar Ti layer thickness; the Si substrate at this time 

was at 4300C. The value of Ts was measured by means of a thermocouple near to the 

substrate. Evaporation on a hot substrate has been reported as a developed method to 
favour silicidation (De Bosscher et al, 1986). Ti makes a Schottky contact with p doped 

Si at room temperature and Ohn-tic contact with n-type Si. Therefore, SE imaging of Ti 

covered Si structure at room temperature should show Ti/n Si in higher brightness 

compared with Tilp Si. However, SE imaging does not show an intensity difference 

between Ti/n-type and Ti/p-type Si as shown in figure (8.1). 

According to De Bosscher et al (1986), for high Ts=4300C low barrier height is found 

between Ti and p doped Si and almost constant barrier height is found between Ti and n 
doped Si. This change of the Schottky barrier height with Ts has been explained due to 

the reaction wherein Ti converts Silicon oxide into titanium oxide and titanium silicide. 
In addition, it has been found (Taubenblatt et al, 1982) the required temperature Ts to 

complete the conversion at the interface depends on the thickness of the oxide layer. 

Therefore, in order to correlate the effect of the barrier height on SE contrast further 

measurements are required to analyse the interfacial layer by using Auger 

measurements. However, due to the limited time of this study it was not possible to run 

such measurements. 
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In addition, SE imaging of the second sample shows an increase of SE intensity of both 

Ti/n and Ti/p by the same amount as shown in figure (8.2). This result does not agree 

with the expected behaviour due to the reduction of the barrier height within Ti/p Si as a 

result to silicide formation. Unfortunately this attempt has not been successful due to 

missing surface structure investigation in order to know the factors responsible about 
this unexpected behaviour. 

(8.3) Suggestion for Further Work 
Results obtained in this research combined with obtained results by many researchers 
indicate that there is much. work remaining in this area of research before accepting the 
SEM as a quantitative technique for dopant profiling by the SIA. A full understanding 

of the contrast mechanism requires more research and further experimental verification 

of wide range of samples (of different orientation, dopant concentrations, and materials 

other than Si). 

Although the obtained results of this research and of many previous studies show 
dependence of the SE relative measurements on dopant type and concentration level, it 

is not possible to extract dopant concentration profile. Moreover, with SEM alone the 

obtained results are still far from being quantitative in spite of monotonic contrast 
dependence on dopant concentration. Le till this stage it is not possible to directly 

extract dopant concentration profile from direct SE intensity measurements. Therefore, 

it is suggested to perform relative measurements of the SE intensity combined with 
theortical calculation taking in consider the parameter which its influence on SE 

intensity is under investigation, then calibrating the results using SIMS. This calibration 

may help to develop a formula enable of extraction of the dopant concentration. 

Due to the large effect of contamination on SE dopant contrast, and due to existing 

adsorbed layer of an oxide onto the semiconductor surface (particularly with Si), 

whereby preliminary experiments on the dopant contrast showed that the SE contrast 

can be altered from the doped regions in the presence of a relatively thick oxide layer on 
the surface. It is crucial to eliminate adsorbed layer effect on contrast. This would help 

to clarify the contrast mechanism in absence surface adlayers. Further experiments 

should be carried out in the UHV conditions. 
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These experiments must be performed in a dedicated AES with high resolution SE 

energy analyser. Small shifts in the energy distribution on differently doped regions 

would help to clarify the contrast mechanism. 

One further area of research for SEM dopant profiling is theoretical calculation of 

surface charge effects. To completely understand what is happening on the surface of a 

p-n junction requires calculations of surface charge distributions, sub-internal electric 
field and surface states, as well as simulations of Fermi level movements during 

impinging the surface with electron beam of a particular energy then simulating 

secondary electron trajectories from different areas of the sample surface. 
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